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~E~bRMANCEidF RETOP.T N~. ~ WHILE CHARGING 
, . . to 2 1/2 lWei! SHALE 
(tt~eLUDtNG TAANsITION TO \-JIDER SIZE RANGES) 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An economic study has shown that the optimum maximum size 
of shale feed for the Gas Combustion Process is about 2 inches. 
The advantage of the 2-inch maximum over a 2 1/2-inch maximum 
is slight, however, amounting to ·~1/2 cent per barrel. On 
the other hand, if it is necessary to discard fines (1/4 inch 
minus material), the 2 1/2-inch maximum size becomes the most 
attractive. Since the technology for processing fines has not 
yet been developed, interest was focused on the fraction of 
shale ranging between 1/4 and 2 1/2 inches. 
The economic calculations indicated also, an incentive of 
1/2 to 2 1/2 cents per barrel for fractionating shale feed as 
opposed to processing the full range 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch fraction. 
Further, screening of the crusher product into two size 
fractions above 1/4 inch appeared to be most attractive. Based 
on retorting experience, primarily with respect to oil yield
and retort operability, it was decided that a 1 inch cut point
would provide the optimum feed fractions for commercial 
processing. 
The chosen two fraction feed system, therefore, comprised the 
1/4 to 1 inch and the 1 to 2 1/2 inch sizes. Operations with 
the larger, 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction in Retort No.3 
are reported in detail in this memorandum. Pertinent data 
from Retort No. 2 are included for comparison. In addition, 
the results of a short study dealing with shale size range 
are reported. 
Prior to initiation of Retort No. 3 operations, a five-day 
demonstration run was made with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale in 
Retort No.2. The objectives of this run were to establish 
yield and operability with this feed and to provide a base 
point for comparison with subsequent Retort No. 3 operations
with this shale fraction. The demonstration run was made at 
a shale mass rate of 400 Ibs/(hr) (ft2) and, at limiting gas 
rates, oil yields averaged 88 Vol' Fischer Assay. 
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II. SUMMARY 
Several sustained periods of operation were attained with the 
1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction in Retort No.3. The sustained 
operations comprised operating periods of 10, 12 and l5-days'
duration. These operations were carried out at 400 mass rate 
conditions, except for the latter half of the 10-day period
during which the unit was operated at 500 mass rate. Average
yields generated at the 400 mass rate conditions were about 
86 to 87 Vol % Fischer Assay, while those obtained at 500 
mass rate were about 83%. Therefore, it is concluded that the 
Retort No. 2 operation with this shale size has been essen­
tially duplicated in Retort No.3. 
The initial shakedown operations were plagued with numerous 
mechanical and accounting problems. However, despite these 
problems, overall operations were generally good. Some startup
problems were experienced; but these were solved by modifica­
tion of both the internal retort hardware and the startup 
procedure. It was found necessary to run at slightly lower 
gas rates in Retort No.3, compared with those used in Retort 
No.2. This may be related to lesser influence of the walls 
for gas channeling in larger retorts. It was necessary also 
to modify the original retort configuration before an operation
displaying the rugged characteristics associated with large 
shale operations was obtained. 
A short study, dealing with shale size transition, was made 
to determine the effect of widening the shale size range on 
operability and yield. These operations were started with 
1 to 2 1/2 inch shale, and after establishing operability and 
yield, the front end of the fraction was reduced by 1/4 inch. 
It was intended that this cycle be repeated until the unit 
either failed or operated satisfactorily with the full range 
1/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction. A combination of mechanical 
and process problems prevented completion of the program as 
planned. Nevertheless the unit was operated with both the 
3/4 to 2 1/2 and 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale fractions in this 
study. Operations with the 3/4 to 2 1/2 inch feed were satis­
factory; whereas, those with the wider range 1/2 to 2 1/2
inch fraction were less stable and judged to be only marginal
with the mechanical configuration tested. 
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III. 	CONCLUSIONS 
A. Retort No. 3 Operations With 1 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 
1. 	 Operations with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale in Retort 
No. 2 have essentially been duplicated in Retort 
No. 3 and the experimental results from the two 
units are comparable. 
2. 	 The yield level obtained when retorting 25.5 
gallons per ton shale at a mass rate of ~ 
lbs/(hr) (ft2) was 86 to 87 Vol. % Fischer 
Assay; !hereaS the level obtained at 500 lbs/
(hr) eft ) was 83 to 84 Vol. % Fischer Assay. 
The average assay of the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale 
processed in Retort 1'10. 2 \'las 27.5 gallons per 
ton and the regression equation indicates a 
yield increase of ~0.3% per gallon per ton 
increase in raw shale assay. Therefore, it is 
expected that the Retort No. 3 yields would have 
been higher by 0.5 to 1% had the raw shale assay
been comparable to that in the Retort No. 2 
operations. 
3. 	 Limiting gas rates for t;rocessing tlds shale 
size at 400 lbs/(hr) (ft~) are about 4;600 SCF/T 
air and 14,500 SCF~T recycle gas. When operating 
at 500 lbs/(hr) (ft ), the limiting gas rates 
are about 4,700 SCF/T air and 13,000 SCF/T 
recycle gas. 
4. 	 In order to maintain process stability, slightly 
lower gas rates (SCF/T basis) must be main­
tained in Retort No.3, compared with those 
used in Retort No.2. This is probably due to 
the difference in wall effect between the two 
units. The perimeter to area ratio of Retort No. 
2 is'-J2 1/2 times that of Retort No.3. 
5. 	 Installation of the stainless steel liner and 
replacement of the two inboard recycle gas headers 
with one centrally positioned header signifi ­
cantly increased the flexibility of the unit 
and afforded an overall improvement in operations. 
B. Retort tJo. 2 Operations With 1 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale (1) 
(l)Technical Memorandum 67-7, "Demonstration Runs in Retort 
No. 2 With 1 to 2 1/2 Inch, 1/4 to 1 Inch; and 1/4 to 2 1/2




1. 	 An avera~e oil yie1d of ij~ Vol. % rischer Assay 
was.ctbtaitll!d wheh ~etort:1r1.9 at a shale mass rate 
ti~ 400 Ib~/(ht) tft). 
optimum I'a~ rates for processin~ this shale ,
size fit CO Ibslthr) (ft2) ate about 4,700 seF/i!'
air and 5,000 BCF/T recyc1e qas. 
3. 	 Good operability was obtained, despite observed 
IIbridge and break" shale flow. 
C. 	 Shale Size Range Study 
1. 	 The retort configuration and startup procedure 
designed for use with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale are 
also adequate for the 3/4 to 2 1/2 inch fraction, 
however, they do not allow a successful startup 
with the wider range 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale. 
2. 	 The 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction was processed 
with hardware Gesigned for the larger shales by 
starting with a large fraction and making a 
slow transition to the smaller 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch 
feed. The resultant operation was marginal, 
however. Further, subsequent studies indicated 
that this fraction could be processeu more 
effectively with an alternate hardware design 




IV. DETAILED DISCUSSION 
A. Retort No. With 
e - Runs C 
1. Summary 
Following an extensive shakedown period with large
shale (C985 through C997) and an interim period of 
operation with 1/4 to 2 1/2 and 1/4 to 1 inch shale 
fractions, operations were resumed with the large
1 to 2 1/2 inch shale. The objectives of these opera­
tions with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale were to firmly estab­
lish yields and operability with this fraction and 
to obtain data from measuring devices installed since 
Run C990 for interpretation of and comparison with 
equivalent data generated in other runs. 
Retort No.3 was started up on April 7, 1967 and oper­
ated successfully for a period of ten days. During
this time, four material balance periods were com­
pleted at 400 mass rate conditions, after which a 
transition was made to 500 mass rate conditions where 
an additional ten material balance periods were run. 
The unit ran extremely well at both the 400 and 500 
mass rate conditions. Furthermore, it demonstrated 
exceptional ability to recover from mechanical 
stoppages of the spent shale withdral'la1 systems. 
A total of five such stoppages occurred during the 
ten-day operating period. It is interesting to note 
that two of these stoppages resulted when air distribu­
tor risers, which had unthreaded from their seats, 
jammed the spent shale system. As a result of this 
experience, the riser design was revised to prevent 
a recurrence of this type failure. 
Upon completion of C1028-10, the unit was shut down 
for inspection as scheduled. Operations remained 
completely stable up to the shutdown. Inspection
of the unit after shutdown revealed no clinker 
material or other abnormality with the exception of 
the two missing bayonets. 
The oil yields generated at both the 400 and 500 mass 
rate conditions are comparable to those predicted by
the regression equation, which was developed from 
Retort No. 2 data. Yields at 400 mass rate averaged
86.8 Vol. % Fischer Assay compared with the predicted 
average of 85.9%. Whereas, yields at 500 mass rate 
averaged 83.4% versus an average of 81.9% predicted 
by the equation. Based on the organic carbon balance 
data, it appears that these yield levels are firmly 
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established. The organic carbon balances averaged 
97.9 and 99.0% for Runs C1027 and C1028, respectively. 
This is a considerable improvement over the balances 
obtained during the shakedown operations in Retort 
No. 3 and reflects improvements made in the unit 
sampling and accounting systems. 
2. Discussion of Results 
a. Material Balance Data 
The material balance history for Runs C1027 
and C1028 is presented in Figure 1. Observe 
the relatively narrow scatter of the yield and 
material balance data. Observe also, the 
average level of the organic carbon balances. 
As showIl, these balances averaged 97.9 and 99.0 
t'lt. % for Runs C1027 and C1028, respectively. 
This is a considerable improvement over the 
balances obtained heretofore on Retort No.3. 
It should be recalled, also, that cold trapping 
studies on the recycle gas streams of both Retorts 
No. 2 and No. 3 indicated that not all of the 
organic carbon in that stream is accounted for 
by routine analytical procedures. The unaccounted 
for quantity is equivalent to 2 to 3% of the 
total organic carbon input. Therefore, the organic 
carbon balances from these runs are entirely 
reasonable and on this basis, it appears that the 
yield levels established are firm. 
Referring to Figure 1, it can be seen that the 
experimental yields obtained at both the 400 and 
500 mass rate conditions are comparable to those 
predicted by the regression equation which was 
developed from Retort No. 2 data. It should be 
noted, however, that the average yield for the 
500 mass rate condition is based on balance 
periods C1028-l through C1028-9 only. Balance 
period C1028-l0 is considered atypical due to 
the problems encountered when a bayonet jammed 
the spent shale withdrawal system. Despite the 
fact that the stoppage had no apparent effect 
on the operation and the smooth transition 
back to the 500 mass rate conditions was accom­
plished, the unit was off conditions for approx­
imately 1 1/2 hours, a significant fraction of 
the l2-hour balance period. It is highly 
probable and even expected that some of the oil, 
which would normally have been removed with the 
offgas, drained dO\'ln into the hot zone of the 
bed during the shut in period and was burned 
.. FIGURE I 
MATERIAL BALANCE HISTORY FOR RUNS CI027 AND CI028 
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or cracked, resulting in an undetermined amount 
of yield loss. Therefore, the yield from this 
balance period was not included in the run average. 
The pertinent data from Runs C1027 and C1028 
are compared with those from Retort No. 2 
Demonstration Run B952 in Table 1. As shown, 
the C1027 and B952 data are very similar. Although
the yield levels are quite comparable, the minor 
difference observed is expected due to the lower 
raw shale assay and lower recycle gas rates 
used in C1027. On the other hand, although the 
total gas rate in C1027 was about 750 SCF/T less 
than that in B952, the pressure drops for the 
two runs are the same. Further, the offgas 
temperature and carbonate decomposition are 
higher in C1027 than in B952. This suggests
that Retort No. 3 is more efficient in recovering
heat than Retort No.2. However, there is 
generally good agreement between these data 
and it can be concluded that Retort No. 3 results 
with this shale size are not significantly
different than those from Retort No.2. 
b. Pressure Data 
A history of retort bottom pressure and corres­
ponding gas rates is shown in Figure 2. The 
relatively constant pressure drop is a good
indication of the stability of the operation.
In Run C1028, slightly larger variations in 
pressure were observed after the recycle gas 
rate was increased to 13,000 SCF/T (C1028-4) 
however, even at this rate the average variation 
was less than ± 0.5 inches of water. Installa­
tion of the liner in Retort No. 3 resulted in the 
loss of th pressure taps in the upper section 
of the retort. Consequently, complete vertical 
pressure profiles were not obtained routinely.
Instead, profiles were obtained periodically by
lowering a pressure probe down into the bed through
the top of the retort. This technique was used 
to obtain a profile during C1028-6. This profile
is compared tlith that from C9S8 in Figure 3. As 
shown, the profile is not unlike that obtained in 
the earlier Retort No. 3 run with this shale size. 
Also note that the profile is relatively smooth 
and that there are no zones of high pressure
gradient. This indicates the absence of dust-oil 
buildup in the bed. 
TABLE 1 
COMPARATIVE DATA FROM RETORTS NO. 3 AND NO. 2 









Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton 
Temperature, F 
Operating Conditions 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
Air Rate, SCF/T 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T 
Oil Yield, Vol % Fischer Assay 
Experimental 
Predicted by Regression 
Carbonate Decomposition, Wt % 
Offgas Temperature, F 
Retort ~ P/L, inches H20/ft 
Overall 

Above Air Distributor 





Bed Height, feet 
Above Air Distributor 
Below Air Distributor 





































































1.66 1.66 2.34 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































c. Temperature Oata 
The temperature history of these runs is further 
evidence of operational stability (see Figure 4). 
The temperature patterns developed early in the 
startup were sustained throughout the entire 
operation. The west temperatures were higher
than those in the east and center, but it should 
be noted that this pattern was consistent above 
and below the air distributor. It is thought 
that more air was being fed to the west header 
due to mis-installation of the west air header 
orifice. Prior to startup, the air header valves 
were adjusted to give equal pressure drops across 
each air header orifice. It was later discovered 
that the west header orifice had been installed 
backwards with the beveled edge upstream. It is 
expected that this would result in increased 
air flow to this header, compared with that to 
the east and center headers at equivalent orifice 
pressure drops. 
Figure 5 presents horizontal temperature profiles 
measured in the spent shale cooling zone with a 
probe thermocouple. These data were obtained 
for comparison with those from the grid thermo­
couples installed 54 inches below the air outlets 
(6 inches directly under the air headers). The 
results indicate a high gas to shale ratio at 
the wall and close to the plane of the air and 
recycle headers. 
The vertical temperature profiles obtained in 
Runs C1027 and C1028 were almost identical. 
Therefore, the profile in Figure 6 is representa­
tive of both operations. Included for comparison 
is the average profile from Run B952. These 
profiles are very similar except in the region 
two to three feet above the air distributor. It 
is believed that this difference is due to the 
manner in which the air was injected into the 
retort during the Retort No. 2 operation. Refer 
to the discussion of the B952 profile in a 
later section of this report. 
d. Shale Size 
The average shale size range distributions for 
the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale processed during these 
runs is shown in Figure 7. Comparison with the 
estimated distribution from a commercial opera­
tion shows that the shale used in these runs was 
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3. Retort Confi9uration and Process 
The liner was installed to eliminate wall roughness 
as a potential factor contributing to poor retort 
operability. Also, Retort No. 2 was lined during all 
of the successful operations in that unit. On the 
other hand, the recycle gas distributor was modified 
to eliminate interactions between the center air 
header and the two inboard recycle gas headers. 
Uechanical model studies showed that the shale flow 
was significantly disrupted in this region and it 
was thought that the disruption in shale flow was 
triggering gas channeling which resulted in poor 
retort operability. Since both of these changes 
had been made prior to the resumption of operations 
with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale, it was not possible to 
determine the effects of the individual changes. 
However, the modified configuration was far superior 
to that used in the earlier operations. The process 
again exhibited the rugged characteristics formerly
associated with large shale operations. Further, the 
unit responded well to process changes and operated 
smoothly at both 400 and 500 mass rate conditions. 
In the previous operation at 500 mass rate with this 
shale size (C997), two l2-hour balance periods were 
completed at a recycle gas rate of 12,500 SCF/T: but 
the unit clinkered when an attempt was made to increase 
the recycle gas rate to 13,000 SCF/T. In contrast, 
during Cl028, the retort was operated at 500 mass 
rate for a period of five days and then shut down 
under control. In addition, the last seven balance 
periods (3 1/2 days) of this series were run at a 
recycle gas rate of 13,000 SCF/T. 
The 36 riser air distributor shown in Figure 8 is 
the same as that used in shakedown Runs C985 through
C997. However, the center vertical thermowell in the 
upper section of the retort and the three horizontal 
thermowells beneath the air headers were installed 
during the operating period following C997 to provide
additional process data. 
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ISOMETRIC DRA\vING OF RETORTCONFIGURi\TION FOR RUN C1027 
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A flowQ.\agram showing the integral components of 
the Retort No. 3 process is presented in Figure 10 • 
. A schematic representation of the shale crushing 
facilities is included in the figure. 
B. Retort No. 2 0eerations With 1 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale 
1. Summary 
Prior to the initiation of Retort No. 3 operations, a 
five-day demonstration run was successfully completed
in Retort No.2, charging 1 to 2 1/2 inch, 28 gallon 
per ton shale at a mass rate of 400 lbs/(hr) (ft2). 
The primary objectives of the run were to demonstrate 
operability and establish yield levels with this shale 
size. In addition, the run provided a base point for 
comparison with subsequent Retort No. 3 operations
with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale. 
The demonstration run comprised thirteen consecutive 
material balance periods, PTB952 through B952-L. The 
first five periods (through B952-0) were of l2-hour 
duration, after which the test period length was 
reduced to eight hours. The following operating
conditions were employed. 
Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 
Air Rate, SCF/T 
PTB952 through B952-0 - 4,350 
B952-E through B952-L - 4,650 
Recycle Gas Rate (corrected), SCF/T - 15,100 
Bed Height, feet 

Above Air Distributor - 12.5 

Below Air Distributor - 7.0 

Yields for the first five periods averaged 85.4 Vol. % 
Fischer Assay and analyses showed a residual oil 
content of about one gallon per ton in the spent 
shale. Consequently, the air rate was increased by
300 SCF/T after B952-D. This increase was effective 
in reducing the oil content of the spent shale to 
the 0.2 gallon per ton level and in raising the yield
level to 88.4 Vol. % Fischer Assay. 
"Bridge and break" shale flow was observed throughout 
the demonstration run. However, the bridges \-Iere short 
term in nature and since no corresponding increases 
in pressure were observed, shale flow was considered 
to be acceptable and the overall operability was 
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2. Discussion of Results 
a. Material Balance Data 
A material balance history of the demonstration 
run is presented in Figure 11. Response of the 
unit to the air rate increase after B952-D is 
clearly shown by the significant increase in 
level of oil yield, carbonate decomposition, 
and retort pressure gradient, and by a corres­
ponding decrease in the oil content of the 
spent shale. Note in particular the good organic
carbon and overall balances obtained throughout 
the run. These data offer firm support for the 
established yield levels. 
b. vertical Pressure Profiles 
Vertical pressure profiles for the run appear in 
Figures 12 and 13. An average profile was drawn 
for each of the air rate conditions employed.
The range of observed pressure at various levels 
in the retort are indicated by the vertical lines. 
Comparing Figures 12 and 13, observe the signifi­
cant increase in pressure fluctuation at the 
higher total gas rate condition, which was effected 
by the increase in air rate. This indicates that 
the operation was becoming sensitive with respect 
to gas rates and suggests that limiting gas rates 
were closely approached. It is believed, based 
on further experience with this shale fraction, 
that additional increases in gas rates would 
have led to a deterioration in operability,
if not to a completely inoperable condition. 
c. Vertical Temperature Profiles 
Average temperature profiles for the two air 
rate conditions are presented in Figures 14 and 
15. These temperatures were measured with a 
vertical thermowell located in the center of the 
retort bed. The extremely high temperatures 
measured at a level two to three feet above the 
air inlet were probably due to the air distributor 
configuration used for this run. This config­
uration, described in detail below, distributes 
about 50% of the air in about 30% of the retort 
area, the heat release being concentrated in the 
center of the retort. 
d. Shale Size 
The average shale size range distribution for 
the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale processed during B952 
28 
FIGURE 11 
MATERIAL BALANCE HISTORY FOR DEt·iONSTRATION RUN B9S2
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- RETORT NO. 2 
No. B952 E thru L 
Bed Height Above Air Dist. 12.5 Ft. 
Nominal Shale Size, Inches 1 to 2 1/2 
Bed Height Below Air Dist. 7--Pt-=--~-
Gas Rates, SCF/T 
Air 4,650 
Recycle (Corrected) IT-,-lOO 
Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2 ) 400 
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is shown in Figure 16. The estimated distribution 
from a commercial crushing plant is included in 
the figure for comparison. As shown, the 
distribution for this run was very close to 
that expected in a commercial operation. 
3. 	 Air Distributor Design 
Preliminary investigations of various shale size 
fractions showed that the eight-riser air distributor 
used 	successfully with the 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale did 
not afford satisfactory shale flow with the larger
shale sizes (>1 inch). Therefore, an experimental 
program was undertaken by the Mechanical Models 
Group to develop a suitable distributor for processing
large shale. An isometric drawing of the resultant 
four-riser distributor design appears in Figure 17. 
This 	configuration was used successfully in Demonstra­
tion 	Run B952. In addition to the reduction in the 
number of risers, the following modifications were 
necessary to facilitate shale flow. 
a. 	 Horizontal headers feeding the risers were 
relocated to increase wall clearance. 
b. 	 All angled pipes were eliminated by position~ 
ing the risers directly above the headers. 
(This emphasized shale flow at the expense
of air distribution, since one-half of the 
air was injected into one··third of the 
retort area.) 
c. 	 The header width was reduced from four inches 
to two inches and the headers were contoured 
to provide a sharp leading edge rather than 
a blunt, round top. 
Details and results of the distributor development 
program appear in Technical Memorandum No.' 66~8 and 
are recorded on Technical Film No. 66-3. 
C. 	 Shale Size Transition Studies in Retort No. 3 ­
Runs Cl029 Through CI034 
1. 	 Summary: 
Retort no. 3 eJcpcrienca prior to April 18, 1967, had 
ahown that although o~erations with the 1 to 2 1/2
inch shale fraction were satisfactory, all efforts 
to oroccss the complimentary 1/4 to 1 inch fraction 
had~failed. Furthermore, in a limited study, attem9ts 
to process the full range 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch material 
were also unsuccessful. Therefore, it seemed 
FIGURE 16 

DEMONSTRATION RUN B952 

SHALE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

~ 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale - Retort No. 2 
# 	 Da - 1. 50 inches 
Dv - 1.69 inches 
Di - 1.68 inches 
bg - 1.28 
Total Combined Sample - 640 lbs. 
1'" l.GUKI::; ..p 
ISOHETRIC DRANING OF AIR DISTRIBUTOR USED IN DEHONSTRATIm~ RUN ON 
1 '1'0 2 112--fNCH-SlIAL-E--------­
-­ --­ ­--------
FOUR RISERS 
_If LO N G ,. 
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advisable to widen the range of the operable fraction 
gradually to determine the effect on operability an~ 
yield. The experimental program was designed to 
start up with the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale and to reduce 
the front end of the shale fraction in 1/4 inch incre­
ments until the unit either failed or operated satis­
factorily with the full range 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch 
material. The objectives of starting with the 1 to 
2 1/2 inch shale were to demonstrate the reproduci­
bility of the Cl027 startup and to provide a base 
point from which the transition to wide size ranges
would be made. 
The startup (Cl029) was successful and the unit was 
lined out on 500 mass rate conditions where two 12­
hour material balance periods were completed. During
the latter stages of the second balance period, a 
series of mechanical failures caused considerable 
difficulty in maintaining raw shale feed. DesDite 
these problems, a transition was made to the 3/4 to 
2 1/2 inch shale feed. However, continuing failures 
of the raw shale feed system resulted in extremely 
poor operability of the unit. Operations were so poor 
that it was not possible to line the unit out on 
run conditions and operations were then terminated. 
Although no clinkers were found above the air distri­
butor, some clinker material was found jammed in the 
spent shale drawoff pipes. 
Following repairs to the raw shale feed system, the 
retort was fired for Run Cl03l. This startup was made 
with 3/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale following the standard 
startup procedure used for the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale 
fraction in Runs Cl027 and Cl029. This startup was 
fast and very similar to those made with the larger 
1 to 2 1/2 inch shale. After a four-hour lineout at 
300 mass rate the unit was brought to 500 mass rate 
conditions. Two material balance periods were completed 
at these conditions, after which, a slow transition was 
made to the 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction (Cl032).
Operations continued to be smooth through Run Cl032-2; 
however, during Cl032-3 a liquid sampling probe was 
inserted into the bed to carry out an exploratory
search for free liquid. Operations began to deteriorate 
immediately after insertion of the probe in the bed. 
As operations grew continually poor, the retort 
bridged and eventually clinkered, forcing a shutdown. 
The manner in which this run failed indicates that 
the operation was inherently unstable, because 
similar probing of the bed during runs made with the 
larger 3/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction had no serious 
effect on the operation. 
- 19 	 ­
In an effort to complete the shale size transition 
studies in the allotted program time, a startup was 
attempted with the 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction 
(C1033). After an apparently successful startup, the 
shale bed bridged and the operation failed. A small 
clinker was found in the northwest corner of the 
retort. A second attempted startup with 1/2 to 2 1/2
inch shale (C1034) failed in a similar fashion. 
2. 	 Discussion of Results 
Due to overriding program commitments, this period 
of operation "las limited. Nevertheless, during this 
period, the unit was operated at 500 mass rate condi­
tions with each of three different size fractions. 
The following conclusions have been drawn from this 
study. 
1. 	 Successful startups and operations were 
obtained charging either 1 to 2 1/2 or 
3/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale feed. However, 
using the same startup procedure which 
was successful with the larger shale sizes, 
a successful startup was not obtained 
with the wider range 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale 
fraction. 
2. 	 Marginal operation was obtained with the 
1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale by starting with a 
large shale fraction followed by a slow 
transition to the 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch feed. 
However, in subsequent studies, retort 
hardware and operating procedures were 
developed which allow a direct startup 
with wide range shale thereby eliminating 
the necessity of following the transition 
procedure. 
3. 	 Retort vibrations resulting from external 
equipment should be kept to a minimum to 
prevent packing of the retort shale bed. 
It is understood that these conclusions apply only 
for the retort configuration used in this study. 
This configuration was essentially the same as that 
used in C1027 except that the horizontal air headers 
were streamlined following Run C1028. 
a. 	 ~~aterial Balance Data 
The experimental data obtained during the shale 
size range study appear in Table 2. Due to the 
TABLE 2 









Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton 
Temperature, F . 
Operating Conditions 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2 ) 
Air Rate, SCF/T 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T 
Oil Yield, Vol % Fischer Assay 
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Predicted by Regression 
Carbonate Decomposition, wt % 
Offgas Temperature, F 
Retort 6P/L, inches H20/ft 
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relatively short period of operation and limited 
number of data points generated at each condition, 
these data should be used for guidance only and are 
presented here primarily for comparison. 
b. Temperature Data 
Average vertical temperature profiles obtained 
while processing the various shale sizes are 
compared in Figure 18. 
The differences between these profiles reflect the 
effect of size range on the heat transfer character­
istics of the shale. Presented in Figure 19, is a 
horizontal temperature profile measured in the spent
shale cooling zone during CI032-3. The data show 
a high gas to shale ratio at the wall and in the 
plane of the air and recycle gas headers. The channel­
ing effect was just as pronounced with this relatively
wide range shale as was observed with the 1 to 2 1/2
inch shale during Runs Cl027 and Cl028 (see Figure 5). 
Initial Retort With 1 to 2 1 2 Inch 
S a e - Runs 
1. SummarI 
Initial operations in Retort No. 3 were designed to 
I! shake down II the mechanical components of the unit 
and to evaluate proposed operating procedures. The 
1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction was selected for these 
runs because Retort No. 2 experience had shown that 
operations with the large shale were least sensitive 
to fluctuations in process conditions. This character­
istic was highly desirable for the shakedown operations 
as it afforded emphasis on equipment performance and 
operating techniques with a minimum of interference 
from process problems. The specific objectives of the 
shakedown runs are listed below. 
a. Evaluate Retort No. 3 hardware, including
instrumentation and auxiliary equipment. 
b. Evaluate proposed startup, operating and 
shutdown procedures. 
c. Evaluate sampling techniques and material 
balance procedures. 
d. Obtain preliminary yield and operating data 
for comparison with those obtained in 
Retort Ho. 2. 
------
FIGURE 18 
VERT::!:CAL TEI1PERATURE PROFILE 

RETORT NO. 3 

Run }'TO. SI:U\LY TRAl'~SIT.lQtL_~.T~'P~(. 
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Target operating conditions for the initial runs in 
Retort No. 3 were the following. 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 
Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,650 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 15,700 
Bed Height, feet 
Above Air Distributor - 12.5 
Below Air Distributor - 7.0 
The first two attempts to run Retort No. 3 (C985
and C986) were aborted during startup when the bed 
bridged and the unit clinkered. These operations 
were plagued with mechanical failures which occurred 
most frequently in the raw shale feed and spent shale 
withdrawal systems. Due to the very poor mechanical 
operability of the unit, the precise cause of clinker­
ing could not be determined. 
The subsequent startup (C987) was apparently successful; 
however the unit clinkered shortly after run conditions 
were reached, forcing a shutdown. Mechanical reliabil­
ity was improved for this operation; but it was still 
far from adequate. Mechanical failures and/or mal­
functions persisted. For example, an error in the 
electronic flow computer controlling combustion air 
resulted in operating at an air rate of about 4,900 
SCF/T instead of at the specified level of 4,650 SeF/T.
Also, a cracked electrical insulator in the electro­
static precipator caused a malfunction of that unit 
during this period. It is believed that the insula­
tion failed because the insulator heaters, which had 
been turned off during a previous shutdown, were not 
turned back on prior to resumption of operations. 
The failure of this operation was attributed to 
excessive gas rates coupled with the malfunction of 
the precipitator. The excessive gas rates were due 
in part to the computer error1 however, the data 
suggested that even the specified rates were too high
and that lower rates should be employed in subsequent 
runs. 
The following startup (e988) was completely successful 
and 13 consecutive material balance periods were 
completed. The first eight balance periods (PTC988
through C988-8) were of 24-hour duration, after 
which the period length was reduced to 12 hours. 
Based on previous experience, the following rates 
were specified for this run. 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 
Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,300 




Shortly after the unit was brought onstream, the 
air and recycle gas rates were increased to 4,500 
and 15,000 SCF/T respectively. Efforts to increase 
the recycle gas rate above this level resulted in 
excessive pressure buildup in the retort. 
In general, process operations were good despite 
numerous mechanical problems and power failures. 
Yields generated in this series of runs were estimated" 
to be between S5 and S8 Vol •• Fischer Assay.
Questionable measurements do not permit a more exact 
determination of yields, although it is believed that 
the estimated yield level is valid. 
Operations deteriorated during the last four or five 
balance periods and the retort was shut down after 
C9SS-l3. A large clinker was found in the southeast 
quadrant of the retort. Measurement and control of 
gas and shale rates were continual problems throughout
this series of runs and as a result, high recycle 
gas rates were obtained during C9SS-9 and CtSS-10. 
It is believed that the failure of this operation 
was caused by excessive gas rates. 
2. Discussion of Results 
a. Material Balance Data 
The high incidence of failure and/or malfunction 
of equipment and instrumentation resulted in 
inadequate control and questionable measure­
ments of the various process streams. Conse­
quently, the scatter of the data generated in 
these runs was significantly large. This is 
reflected by the data shown in Figure 20 and is 
even more apparent in the detailed run data 
recorded in Appendix D. Turning to Figure 20, 
note in particular the wide range of the cal­
culated yield and organic carbon balance obtained 
from the individual material balance periods
of Run C9SS. On the other hand, the calculated 
averages of the run data for the entire series 
are quite reasonable as shown in Table 3. This 
suggests that the errors in measurement were 
random in nature and that the calculated average
yield is not significantly different from the 
actual yield generated with this operation. 
Specific problem areas affecting yield and 
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1. Raw Shale Feed Samplin9 
A thorough study of the raw shale feed 
sampling system showed that the splitter 
was not delivering a representative raw 
shale sample. Discrepancies as high as one 
gallon per ton Fischer Assay were noted. 
2. Raw Shale Moisture Content 
It was necessary to estimate the moisture 
content of the raw shale feed because con­
struction of the facilities for making this 
determination had not been completed. This 
problem was further complicated during
the latter half of C988 by heavy snow and 
rain which caused the shale to be wet and 
muddy. 
3. Raw Shale Feed Rate 
There was considerable uncertainty attached tc 
the measurement of the raw shale feed rate. 
It has been estimated by the Retort Group
that measurement errors as high as 5. above 
actual rates were made in some of the balance 
periods. 
4. Liquid Product Accountini 
Malfunction of the oil/water separator in 
the liquid product recovery system resulted 
in erroneous measurement of the water content 
of the liquid product. 
Presented in Figure 21, is the relationship
between oil yield and organic carbon balance. 
As expected, a reasonably good correlation is 
obtained. At 100. organic carbon balance, the 
curve shows a corresponding yield of 87', a 
result not unexpected since the numerical averages
of the run data were 86.8' and 99.6' for oil 
yield and organic carbon, respectively. However, 
it should be recalled that cold-trapping experi­
ments, performed on the recycle gas streams of 
both Retorts No. 2 and No.3, have shown that 
organic carbon equivalent to 2 to 3t of the 
total is not accounted for by routine gas analysis
Therefore, it is more realistic to consider oil 
yield at organic carbon balance levels of 97 to 
98.. Choosing the 98. level, which is the same 
as that obtained in Demonstration Run B952, the 
corresponding oil yield is 86•• 
FIGURE 21 
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Data from Run C988 are compared with those from 
Retort No. 2 Demonstration Run B952 in Table 4. 
In general, the data are quite comparable. The 
shale processed in C98S was somewhat smaller 
than that in B952 as evidenced by the calculated 
Da and Dv; but this had no apparent effect on 
the operation. It is believed that the offgas 
temperature for C988 may have actually been 10 F 
higher than reported here. A later check of the 
instrument which records this temperature revealed 
that the instrument was recording low by that 
amount. 
Perhaps the most significant item to consider is 
the comparison of cross sectional area in the 
retorting and combustion zones of the two retorts. 
Retort No. 2 was fitted with a stainless steel 
liner which extended from the top of the retort 
to within eight inches of the air inlet. There­
fore the cross sectional area of the retorting 
zone was 7.5% smaller than that of the combustion 
zone. On the other hand, throughout the shake­
down period, Retort No. 3 did not have a liner. 
In Retort No. 2 operations, mass rates were 
calculated on the smaller liner area. Since there 
was no liner in Retort No.3, equivalent conditions 
resulted in somewhat higher gas velocities in the 
combustion zone. For this reason, it was thought
that it might be necessary to run at relatively
lower gas rates in Retort No.3. There were some 
indications during C988 that the specified rates 
were too high; however, the retort did not appear 
to be in serious trouble at any time before C988-9, 
during which the gas rates were well above the 
specified levels. 
b. Vertical Pressure Profiles 
The average pressure profile generated during 
C988PT through C988-8 is compared with that from 
Retort No. 2 Run B952E through L in Figure 22. 
Comparable operating conditions were employed in 
these runs and as shown, the pressure profiles 
are quite similar. The pressure gradient across 
the combustion zone was significantly higher in 
C988 due to the relatively higher gas velocity
in this region of Retort No.3. The higher gas
velocity is caused by the area effect discussed 
in the preceding section of this report. The 
difference observed in pressure level in the region 
two to seven feet above the distributor is 
related to a corresponding difference in tempera­
ture in this zone. 
TABLE 4 

CQI·1PAR!\TIVE DATA FRm'l RETORT NO.3 - RUN C988 

AND RE'l'ORT NO. 2 - RUN' B952 









Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton 
Temperature, F 
Operating Conditions 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
Air Rate, SCF/T 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T 
Oil Yield, Volume % Fischer Assay 
Carbonate Decomposition, Wt % 
Offgas Temperature, F 
Retort _1\ P/L, inches H20/ft 
Overall 

Above Air Distributor 





Bed Height, feet 
Above Air Distributor 
Below Air Distributor 
Retort Crossectional Area, ft2 
Retorting Zone 
Combustion Zone 
Bed Area/Riser, ft2 
Operability Rating 






































<. ········--·-----···------·-12. 5 -....-..-.---.-...----.......> 

<..-....-.-.... -...-.-..-.....--.. -...... 7.0 - ...-..----.-- ..--.......-.- ..~> 

59.66 	 8.85(4) 
59.66 	 9.36 
1.66 2.34 
Good (5) Good 
(1) High assay from C988-l3 not included in average. 
(2)Estimated due to uncertainty in critical measurements •. 
(3)Probahlv low by 10 F - Recorder later found to be reading low. 
(4)Retort 	No.2 was-rIned with stainless steel from top to within 
8 inches of air inlet. 









































The profile in Figure 23 is that generated 
during C988-9 through C988-12. It is presented 
to show the hump which developed at a level two 
to four feet above the air inlet. This is char~. 
acteristic of aQCumulation of oil and/or dust 
in the bed, usually caused by excessive gas ~ates. 
It should be recalled that the gas rates were 
excessive during C988-9 and C988-l0 and that 
operations did deteriorate during this period.
Finally, the pressure profile obtained from the 
last material balance of this series is shown in 
Figure 24. Retort operations were very poor during
this period and the significant drop in iressure 
level indicates that serious gas channel ng had 
developed. 
c. Vertical Temperature Profiles 
Vertical temperature profiles for C988 are pre­
sented in Figures 25 and '26. In Figure 25, the 
average profile for PTC988 through C988-8 is 
compared with that from B952. This comparison 
suggests that better heat distribution was 
obtained in Retort No.3. It shows also, that the 
retorting residence time (800 to 1,000 F) in 
C988 was about twice that in B952. However, 
neither of these factors appeared to offer any
improvement in oil yield or retort operability.
The indicated temperatures below the air inlet 
appeared to be anomolous because they were about 
400 F lower than those obtained in all previous
operations with large shale fractions in Retort 
No.2. It has been concluded that this dis­
crepancy may have been caused by gas channeling 
up the bottom vertical thermowells. The tempera­
ture profile for C988-l3 (Figure 26) shows how 
badly operations had deteriorated prior to 
shutdown. 
3. Retort configuration 
The configuration of Retort No. 3 internals used 
throughout the shakedown period (C985 through C997)
is compared in Table 5 with that used in Retort No. 2 
when processing 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale (B952).
References to detailed sketches of the various items 
are included in the table. . 
The comparison of bed area per riser shows that the 
Retort No. 3 configuration was the better design for 
air distribution: although it was more restrictive to 
shale flow. However, neither the additional restric­
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VERTICAL TEHPERATURE PROFILE 
RETORT NO. 3 
Run "'TO. C-'lSff-J3 
Bed '!;e>ight above JUr Dist. L2 }~' 
~Tolninal Sha] e Size, Inches--,,, _ 2]1;-;;­
'Red heigH belo',; Air Dist.=-"=-z/--­
Gas Rates, SCl"/'f 
Air 
• • ~LE 5 COMPARISON OF RETORT CONFIGURATIONS 
Item 
1. Walls 
2. Retort Area, ft2 
a. Retorting Zone 
b. Combustion Zone 
3. Air Distributor Risers 
a. Number 
b. Bed Area/riser, ft2 
c. Design 
d. Rectangular Pitch, inches 
4. Air Headers 
a. Number 
b. Free Area, % 
c. Design 




d. 	 Distance below air header 
(metal to metal), inches 
6. Spent Shale Withdrawal System 
a. Type 























Lined with stainless steel 







Straight - positioned 
directly above headers 









Contoured horizontal pipe 








Retort No. 3 









Yoke - 24 of 36 risers are 
offset by perpendicular pipe 
extensions 





Blunt leading edge 
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Contoured horizontal headers 






Single level drawoff 
Screw conveyor speed 
DPCotrupe 













































bed area nor the use of blunt edge air headers had 
a noticeable effect on shale flow during C988. On 
the other hand, subsequent studies in Retort No. 3 
indicated that the "3 over 4 II arrangement of the 
air and recycle gas headers did have an adverse effect 
on process operations due to header interaction. 
A detailed discussion of this problem appears in another 
section of this report. 
E. 	 Continuation of Shakedown Operations - Runs C989 and 
C990 
1. 	 Sununary 
These runs were a continuation of shakedown operations
in Retort No.3, charging 1 to2 1/2 inch shale. The 
overall objectives of these runs were to refine the 
operation anc improve sampling and accounting tech­
niques. More specifically, the objectives were to 
determine maximum allowable gas rates and to confirm 
yield levels established in C988. Operating specifi ­
cations for these runs were the follouing. 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) ~ 400 
Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,500 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 14,700 
Run C989 was aborted during startup due to a failure 
of the recycle blower. Upon completion of repairs 
on the blower, the unit 't'las fired for Run C990 anc4 a 
total of 26 l2-hour material balance periods were com­
pleted before the unit was shut down. The startup 
was smooth and the unit was brought to specified
conditions in 27 hours. Shortly thereafter, a rapid 
increase in retort bottom pressure forced a reduction 
in gas rates. The gas rate reduction was effective 
in controlling the pressure rise and the unit appeared 
to "unload. 1I After the pressure had returned to 
normal, the gas rates were slo\'1ly brought back to the 
original operating levels. The unit ran smoothly for 
about nine hours, after which a rapid increase in 
retort bottom pressure again forced a reduction in 
gas rates. Operations were stabilized at the reduced 
gas rate conditions. The recycle gas rate was then 
increased to 14,300 SCF/T, while the air rate was 
held at 4,500 SCF/T. The unit ran extremely well at 
these conditions. 
The raw shale feed for the early balance periods of 
C990 was not typical in that it was somewhat smaller 
in size and contained a higher concentration of fines 
than specified for the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction. 
- 27 ­
It was thought that these factors may have contributed 
greatly to the relatively low gas rate limitations 
observed in these runs. Therefore, when typical 1 to 
2 1/2 inch shale feed was made available, the recycle 
rate was again increased to 14,700 SCF/T. As had 
happened in earlier runs made at these conditions, 
the retort bottom pressure increased fairly rapidly 
and it was again necessary to reduce gas rates. It 
was concludec, therefore, that a true gas rate limita­
tion had been reached and that the operation was close 
to the threshhold. 
Following this upset, the recycle gas rate was returned 
to the 14,300 SCF/T level and 11 material balance 
periods were completed at this condition. The unit 
operated fairly well during this period, though not 
as smoothly as in the previous period of operation at 
equivalent gas rates. On several occasions during this 
operating period, fluctuations in retort bottom pressure
indicated that the unit was loading and unloading. 
However, no corrective action was necessary on the part 
of the operators to recover from these periodic pressure 
surges. 
During the remainder of C990 minor variations in 
gas rates were investigated. About 28 hours before 
the retort was eventually shut down, a shale storage 
bin was emptied inadvertently, causing a high concentra­
tion of fines to be charged to the unit. This event 
was followed by a characteristic buildup in retort 
bottom pressure. Followinq corrective action the unit 
was lined out on conditions and appeared to have 
recovered from the upset, however within 17 hours a 
large split in offgas temperatures developed. The 
west side of the unit cooled off and the usual correc­
tion action (reduction in gas rates) did not improve 
the operation. The retort was then shut dO\lTn and a 
subsequent inspection of the unit revealed a clinker 
along the east wall. 
The calculated yields from Run C990PT through C990-26 
average~ 86 Vol. % Fischer Assay. Excluding the 
yields from the last five balance periods, which \'Tere 
intentionally run at low recycle rates the calculated 
average is about 87%. The organic carbon balances 
were high throughout the run, averaging about 104 Wt. %. 
This suggests that the calculated yield level is 
slightly higher than actual. However, it is estimated 
that the actual yield level is in the order of 85% 
Fischer Assay which is quite comparable to that gener­
ated in C988. rlaterial balances in general were high
in this run, indicating that many, if not all, of the 
sampling and measurement problems described in the 
uiscussion of Run C988 also prevailed during Run C990. 
- 28 ­
2. Discussion of Results 
a. Material Balance Data 
The material balance history of Run C990 is 
presented in Figure 29. The indicated levels of, 
and the relatively wide fluctuation in the 
material balance data illustrate the uncertain­
ties connected with related process measure­
ments. Note in particular, the consistently 
high level of organic carbon balance which is 
believed to be due to errors in measurements of 
the raw shale feed rate and/or nonrepresentative
sampling of the raw shale feed. The high levels 
suggest that the calculated oil yields are higher 
than those actually obtained. On the other hand 
throughout most of Run C990 the ~tYater balance 
was above 150 Wt. % which indicates erroneously 
high measurements of the water content of the 
liquid product. The relationship between oil 
yield and organic carbon balance is presented 
in Figure 30. As shown the relationship is not 
as sharply defined as that in C988; nevertheless, 
applying the same reasoning used in C988, the 
98 Wt. % carbon balance point corresponds to an 
oil yield of 81%. If, on the other hand, the 
positive bias in the organic carbon balance 
is not related to measurement of oil product,
this curve would be shifted to the left and the 
98% point would then correspond to a yield level 
somewhat higher. This would appear to be more 
reasonable especially since the water balance 
data indicate that the measurement of oil product 
might be low. Reviewing the data then, it appears 
that the actual yield level is between 81 and 
87 Vol. % Fischer Assay. Further, since the data 
do not strongly support the lower level of this 
range it is thought not unreasonable to assume 
that the yield level generated in C990 is in the 
order of 85 Vol. % Fischer Assay. 
A tabulation of the run data from C990 is shown 
in Table 6. The data have been grouped according 
to the recycle gas rates employed. Note that 
the gas rates appearing in the table are different 
from the targets which were used to adjust the 
operation of the unit. This is due to the fact 
that the rates (in SCF/T) assume that shale mass 
rate will be as specified and any eeviation in the 
mass rate or molecular weight of the gas streams 
will change the values of the final computer 
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is an average value for a given material balance 
period; therefore, deviations in gas rates necessi­
tated by upsets in the operation will, if the 
upset period is of sufficient duration, have a 
significant effect on the calculated average. 
The recycle gas and yield data from Table 4 are 
plotted in Figure 30 to illustrate the effect of 
recycle gas rate on oil yield. The number of 
data points included in the plotted averages are 
indicated in parenthesis. The slope of this line 
is more than twice as great as that obtained from 
Retort No. 2 studies with large shale fractions. 
This indicates that the Retort No. 3 operation 
may be more sensitive to gas rates relative to 
that in Retort No.2. However, caution should 
be exercised in the use of these data due to 
the uncertainties connected with measurements 
of the various process streams in Retort No.3. 
b. Vertical Pressure Profiles 
Presented in Figure 31 is a comparison between the 
average pressure profiles for B952, C988 and C990. 
The C988 curve is an average of those from test 
period 3 through 6 which seem to be typical for 
this run series. The C990 data have been separ­
ated into two groups, one group includes test 
periods 1, 2, 7 and 8 in which the target recycle 
was 14,300 SCF/T. As shown, the reduction in 
recycle rate from 15,000 SCF/T in C988 to the 
14,300 to 14,700 SCF/T level in C990 resulted in 
a considerably lower bottom pressure and a lower 
pressure gradient in the retorting zone. This is 
further evidence that operations at the higher 
recycle rate were near the threshhold. 
c. Vertical Temperature Profiles 
Average temperature profiles for B952, C988 and 
C990 are compared in Figure 32. There is little 
eifference in the general shape of the profile 
above the air distributor. However, the observed 
difference in temperature level between the C988 
and C990 profiles again illustrates the significant 
effect of the recycle gas rate reduction. The 
C988 and C990 temperature profiles below the air 
distributors are comparable in shape. The B952 
profile is included for rough comparison only, 
since it was not prepared from internal bed 
temperature data; rather, the data for this curve 
were obtained with wall thermocouples. The odd 
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Note the temperature increase in both C9SS and 
C990 beginning at a level eight feet below the 
air distributor. This is due to heat equilibra­
tion of the large shale particles after they have 
passed out of the recycle gas stream. 
d. Shale Size 
The average shale size distribution of the shale 
processed during C990 is given in Figure 33. 
The Average Da and Dv of the shale 'VTere very 
close to those estimated for a commercial 1 to 
2 1/2 inch shale fraction. The 98% points were 
essentially the same whereas the 5% point was 
0.74 inches for the C990 shale compared with 0.S6 
inches for the estimated commercial feed. The 
major difference between the two feeds appears 
at the lower end of the size range. The C990 shale 
contained approximately 1 1/2% material less 
than 1/4 inch, compared with none estimated for 
the commercial feed. Much of the smaller material 
was introduced into the retort during the early 
part of C990, as shown by the detailed breakdown 
of the run data in Table 4. 
F. Retort No. 3 Run Series C991 Through C997 
1. Summary 
Runs C991 through C993 were attempts to duplicate 
Run C990. However, in each case, the operation failed 
during startup. These startups were characterized 
by a failure to fire the eastern half of the retort 
while succeeding in firing the western half. Run 
C991 was terminated when it beca~e evident that the 
oxygen which was being fed to cold east side was 
returning in the recycle gas stream to be consumed 
in the hot west side. Significantly, no clinker was 
found when the retort was opened and inspected.
The startup severity was increased slightly for 
C992 and initially the east and west temperatures
increased uniformly. However, after these tempera­
tures had reached a level of about 400 F, the west 
side continued to heat up rapidly while the east 
side cooled off. When it was evident that the east 
side had failed to light off, several corrective actions 
were taken, but these actions resulted only in over­
heating the west side and in formation of a clinker in 
that area. 
Following the failure of C992 a thorough inspection was 
made of all retort systems in an effort to determine 
FIGURE 33 
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the cause of the startup problems. However, nothing 
was found which could explain the difficulties 
experienced. Based on the response to increased 
severity observed in the early stages of Startup 
C992, the severity was further increased for C993. 
The temperature history of this startup was very 
similar to that of C992. When the east and west 
temperatures began to diverge, the line burner 
temperature and air rate were increased. These 
actions had little effect on the operation however, 
and the retort was shut down. A cold shale draw­
down test, performed during the turnaround following 
e993, revealed that the shale flow in the east side 
of the unit was about 5% faster than that in the west, 
therefore, prior to Startup C994, the shale drawoff 
system was adjusted to correct this discrepancy. 
The constant oxygen consumption startup procedure 
developed during the latter operations in Retort No. 2 
and used successfully in the earlier Retort No. 3 
operations was abandoned for e994. In the procedure 
which was followed, a relatively high air rate is 
maintained throughout the early stages of the startup. 
Reductions in air rate are dictated by unit response 
as indicated by combustion zone temperatures, vent 
gas make i etc. As in the preceeding startups, the west 
side was fired first; however, the east side eventually 
was fired and the unit was brought to the following 
target conditions. 
Raw Shale Rate - 1bs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,500 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 14,300 

Two 12-hour material balance periods were completed 
at the abcve conditions. At the conclusion of 
C994-2,a transition was made to 500 mass rate condi­
tions (e99S). Shortly after the 500 mass rate condi­
tions were reached, the recycle blower failed, forcing 
a unit shutdown. 
The relative success obtained in C994 indicated that 
severity had become a key factor in the startup
procedure. On the other hand, a well-defined startup 
procedure was desired. Therefore, the standard 
oxygen consumption procedure was again tested in 
C996, although at a higher severity level than used 
previously. The retort failed to fire properly and 
the characteristic split between east and west 
retort temperatures was obtained. Manipulations of 
gas rates failed to improve the operation and the 
unit was shut down. Inspection of the unit after 




Concluding that the severity level in C996 was still 
too low, an oxygen consumption rate 15 to 20% 
higher than originally specified was used for Run 
C997. The startup was not completely smooth as some 
manipulation of gas rates was necessary to bring the 
unit onstream. Nevertheless, operations improved 
as the startup progressed and the unit was lined out 
at 500 mass rate conditions. Air and recycle gas 
rates were 4,700 and 12,500 SCF/T, respectively. 
Two 12-hour balance periods were run at these conditions 
Upon completion of C997-2 the recycle gas rate was 
increased by 500 SCF/T to check operability and yield 
at the higher level. During this transition, the 
bottom pressures suspiciously decreased rather than 
increasing as would be expected with an increase 
in recycle gas rate. Operations grew increasingly
unstable at these conditions and the unit was shut 
down. A large clinker was found on the east side 
of the retort. 
Operations during Run C994 and C997 were only fair 
and the yield data obtained from these runs is 
questionable. The calculated average yields were about 
94 and 84 Vol. % Fischer Assay for C994 and C997, 
respectively. Corresponding organic carbon balances 
were 109 and 107 tvt. %. 
2. Discussion of Results 
As indicated in the summary, only four material 
balance periods were completed during this period of 
operation. A summary of these operations is 
presented in Table 7. Pertinent average data for 
Runs C994 and C997 are tabulated below. 
Run No. (1) C994-1 and 2 C997-1 and 2 
Feed Rates 
Raw Shale, lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
Air, BCFIT 
Recycle Gas, SCF/T







Run Data 94.3 84.1 
Regression Equation 86.1 82.5 
(l)Averaged Data. 
Little confidence can be generated in the above data 
since the unit had operated only a relatively short 
period of time at each condition and in all proba­

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Comparison of the data from the first and second 
material balance periods of each run appeared to 
support this hypothesis. It can be seen, also, that 
the organic carbon balances averaged 108.5 Wt. % 
in C994 and 106.8 Wt. , in C997. The C994 yields 
are particularly suspect since they are considerably 
higher than any obtained in either Retort No. 3 or 
Retort No. 2 at equivalent gas rates. The expected
yield level for these conditions is that predicted 
by the regression equation. 
The temperature profiles of both C994 and C997 and the 
pressure profile of C994 are quite comparable to those 
generated in Run C990. On the other hand, the pressure
profile of C997 is very similar to that obtained in 
Run B952 as shown in Figure 34. This is to be expected 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HISTORY OF OPERATIONS AND DATA SU~~RY 
RUNS Cl027 ~lD Cl028 
Retort No.3 was started up for Cl027 on April 7, 1967. 
After a relatively smooth startup, the unit was lined out at 
300 mass rate conditions for a period of four hours. Figure
35 presents a time history of the process variables during
the startup and lineout periods. Note that the air rate 
was raised slightly about 4 1/4 hours after firing the line 
burner to speed up the rate of oxygen decline in the vent 
gas. In retrospect, it is felt that the increase in air 
rate was not necessary. 
Presented in Figure 36 is a time history of the combustion and 
cooling zone temperatures obtained during the first 12 hours 
of the startup and lineout period. Even though temperature
spreads as large as 400 F were measured both above and below 
the air distributor, the startup was reasonably smooth and 
uniform. Neither air nor recycle flow were biased during 
startup or subsequent operation. 
Following the 4-hour lineout period a smooth transition was 
made to the following conditions~ 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,500 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 14,300 

Four l2-hour material balance periods were made at the above 
conditions for comparison with previous operations with this 
shale size. After completion of the fourth balance period 
at the 400 mass rate condition (Cl027-4), the transition to 
500 mass rate was begun. The transition was successfully made 
in ten equally hourly steps to the following conditions. 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 500 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,700 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 12,500 

About one hour after reaching run conditions, Screw Conveyor 
No. 3 failed. The retort was shut in for about 25 minutes while 
the conveyor was repaired. Operations were resumed at the 
300 mass rate conditions and a second transition to 500 mass 
rate was started and essentially completed when Screw Conveyor 
No. 3 again failed. The retort was shut in about 15 minutes whiJ 
repairs were being made. Early in the third transition to 
500 mass rate conditions Screw Conveyor No. 2 failed; however, 
operations were resumed at the prefailure level and the transi­
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Stable operations \'1ere obtained at the 500 mass tate conditions 
and at the completion of the third balance periOd (Cl028-3), 
the recycle gas rate was slowly increased to 13,000 SCF/T.
The increase in recycle gas rate, made to check operability 
and yield at that level, had no adverse effect on the operation. 
Operations proceeded smoothly until Cl028-l0 when an air 
distributor riser jammed Rotary Feeder No.2, requiring that 
the retort again be shut in. After the bayonet was removed 
from the spent shale system, operations were resumed and within 
1 1/2 hours the unit was back on 500 mass rate conditions. 
It is interesting to note that the loss of the air distributor 
riser during Cl028-l0 was the second such occurrence during this 
period of operation. The first occurrence was in the beginning 
of the 400 mass rate operations. Inspection of the retort 
subsequent to shutdown revealed that these pieces had unthreaded 
from their seats during operations. Strangely enough, these 
occurrences had no noticeable effect on the operation. 
Upon completion of Cl028-l0, the retort was shut down for 
inspection as scheduled. Operations had remained completely
stable up to the shutdo~m. Inspection of the retort after 
shutdown revealed no clinker material or other abnormality 







HISTORY OF OPERATIONS - RUN B952 
Retort No. 2 was started up on August 26, 1966 to demonstrate 
operations with 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale. Target process conditions 
for the run were the follo,.,ing: 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,350 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 16,000 

Shale Richness, GAL/TON - 28 to 30 

Economic calculations had shown there was little incentive 
(0.2¢/bbl) for running at 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) shale rate. 
Therefore, the 400 mass rate condition was chosen for this 
run to secure the operability advantage afforded by the lower 
mass rate operation. 
The run proceeded smoothly through startup and into run conditione 
The unit operated very satisfactorily despite the fact that 
shale flow through the retort was on a "bridge and break" 
basis. Based on wide swings of combustion zone temperature, it 
appeared that the bridges were forming on or just above the 
air distributors and that in extreme cases, the bridges remained 
static for periods up to 7 minutes. However, no corresponding
increases in pressure gradients above the air distributor or 
in the retort bottom pressure were observed during the bridged 
periods. It was therefore concluded that permeability of the 
bed was unchanged during the bridged con~ition and that 
operability was not affected by this type shale flow. 
Analytical results from the early balance periods showed that 
a considerable amount of oil remained in the spent shale 
(averaging about 1 gallon per ton through B952-D). At the 
end of B952-D,the air rate was increased in an effort to 
recover the oil in the spent shale. This change was effective 
in reducing the oil content of the spent shale to the 0.2 
gallon per ton level and a corresponding yield increase was 
realized. As expected, the air rate increase also resulted 
in gradual increases in retort bottom pressure, offgas 
temperatures and combustion zone temperatures. 
Operations proceeded smoothly until B952-H when a mechanical 
failure in the raw shale feed system caused a stoppage of 
shale feed to the retort. It was necessary to operate
the retort at about one-half the specified gas and shale 
rates while repairs were being made. Upon completion of 
repairs, the unit was brought back on condition and the demon­
stration run was completed. 
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A history of pertinent operating data are presented in Figure
37. The gradual upward trend of the temperature and pressure
data indicates that the retort had not equilibrated during the 
run. This is due in part to the air rate change after B952-0 
and to the shale feed system failure in B952-H. Nevertheless, 
good operability was maintained throughout the run, high yields 
were generated and the demonstration was considered entirely 
successful. 
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APPENDIX C 
HISTORY OF OPERATIONS AND DATA SU~1ARY 
RUNS Cl029 THROUGH Cl034 
On April 18, 1967, Retort No.3 was started up with 1 to 
2 1/2 inch shale (Cl029) to demonstrate the reproducability of 
the Cl027 startup and to provide a base point from which a 
transition to wider shale size ranges would be made. The ex­
perimental procedure involved completion of two material bal­
ances with a given shale size to establish yield and operability, 
after which the front end of the shale fraction would be 
reduced by 1/4 inch and the cycle repeated. This procedure
would be followed until the unit either failed or operated 
satisfactorily with the full range 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale 
fraction. 
The standard startup proceeure was used with one exception. 
The exception was that the line bUrner was fired at 1,000 F 
for the first hour and then raised to 1,400 F for the remainder 
of the startup. The startup proceeded smoothly as did the 
subsequent transition to the following conditions~ 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 500 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,700 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 12,500 

The first material balance period ran smoothly but during the 
latter stages of the second period a series of mechanical 
failures caused considerable difficulty in maintaining raw 
shale feed. One of the spring mounts of Vibratory Feeder 
No. 6 had broken and the feeder began cutting off periodically. 
Since the spent shale rate was held constant, the shale level 
in the top of the retort was lost. Upon completion of repairs 
on the feeder, raw shale was fed at a high rate in order to 
regain the shale level in the top of the retort. Within an 
hour after regaining the shale level, the bottom retort pressure 
began to rise sharply. During the next three hours, the retort 
sustained two complete bridges as indicated by the three 
vertical thermowell temperatures. All three temperatures 
increased rapidly from their normal levels to a level of 
1,800 to 2,000 F. In each case, when the bridge broke, all 
three temperatures dropped simultaneously. 
The transition to the 3/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction (Cl030) 
was already under ",ay and after the second bridge had dropped, 
an attempt was made to line the retort out at 300 mass rate 
conditions. The unit was held at these conditions for a period
of 12 hours, after which, an attempt was made to return to the 
500 mass rate operation. During the transition, it became 
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apparent that the retort would not run at the 500 mass rate 
conditions because of restricted shale flow along the north 
and west walls. Therefore, it was decided that the retort 
be shut down. Although no clinkers were found above the air 
distributor, some basketball sized clinkers were found jammed
in the spent shale drawoff pipes. It was concluded that the 
raw shale feed stoppage led to compaction of the bed during the 
subsequent refill, resulting in formation of liquid-dust
flood as evidenced by high pressure drops in the region above 
the air distributor. It is believed that the flooding condi­
tion caused the general bridge of the retort. 
Since it was concluded that compaction of the shale bed had 
forced the previous shutdown, a number of mechanical changes 
were made to minimize vibration and prevent stoppages in the 
raw shale feed system. The major items repaired include the 
following~ 
a. 	 Vibratory Raw Shale Feeder No.6. 
b. 	 The raw shale sample crusher - excessive and uneven 
wear on the hammers hac caused unbalance of the 
crusher and thus vibration on the retort structure. 
c. 	 The shale deflection baffle palte in Rotary Feeder 
No. 1 - an adjustment was made in order to reduce a 
major source of vibration caused by shearing of large 
pieces of raw shale in the rotary feeder. 
Following the above repairs, the retort was fired for Run 
C103l and the shale size transition study continued. Due to 
the lack of program time, a decision was made to start up 
with 3/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale, using the startup procedure 
which proved to be successful with the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale 
in Runs C1027 and C1029. The startup was fast and very similar 
to startups observed with the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale. After a 
4-hour lineout, at 300 mass rate conditions, a ten-step
transition was made to the following conditions: 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 500 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,500 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 12,500 

Retort bottom pressures and combustion zone temperatures
responded normally during the transition to the above conditions. 
Two l2-hour material balance periods were completed during 
which operations were extremely smooth. Bottom pressures 
were stable at 10 to 10.5 inc~es of water. Shale flow was as 
good or better than that experienced with the 1 to 2 1/2 inch 
shale fraction. Oil yields from these two balance periods
averaged 84.1 Vol. % raw shale Fischer Assay. 
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'After the second balance \lIas completed, a slow size transition 
was made to the 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction. The transi­
tion \\Tas made over a period of 12 to 16 hours. Only 1/2 to 
2 1/2 inch shale was being charged to the retort during the 
latter portion of balance period CI032-2. During the transition, 
the retort bed height above the air distributor \-laS lowered 
from 10.5 to 9.5 feet. The bee;. height change, completed early 
in CI032-1, had no effect on the offgas temperatures. 
The retort operated fairly 'Nell through Run CI032-2 \'1hile 
processing the 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale. Retort bottom pressure,
offgas temperatures, combustion zone temperatures, and string 
test data (shale flm'l) were stable. Hmvever, during CI032-3, 
a liquid sampling probe was inserted into the shale bed to 
carry out an exploratory search for free liquid. The probe \tas 
inserted through the top of the retort into the west side of 
the retort bed. Immediately after insertion of the probe, 
a deterioration of shale flow and retort operability was 
observed. 
The liquid sampling test was continued for a period of four 
hours, during \'1hich no liquid was found. Nhen the probe "las 
removed, the west offgas temperature split out and increased 
above the other offgas temperatures. The rise in offgas 
temperature accellerated over the next eight hours. The com­
bustion zone temperatures began to diverge \'lith the west side 
increasing in temperature and the east side decreasing. Shale 
had bridged over the air distributors on the west side of the 
unit. The bridge then clinkered, forcing a shutdown. The 
retort inspection after shutdotlTn revealed one large clinker 
across the entire west wall and another in the southeast corner. 
It is believed that the clinker in the southeast corner of the 
retort formed after that on the west side, prQbably d.uring the 
period \'7hen 15% more air \-laS being fed into the east air 
header. This adjustment in air flo't"l, made after nonuniform 
shale flo,"1 had developed, hao. been made in an effort to heat 
up the fast shale flow zone in the east side of the unit. 
The lack of time before impending shutdo'l;m for major hardware 
changes on April 30, precluded starting again with 3/4 to 
2 1/2 inch shale follo\,led by a transition to the 1/2 to 2 1/2 
inch fraction. Therefore, it was c:ecided to restart the unit 
with the 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch material. It \,lill be recalled that 
the objective of this program "'ms to make an onstream transition 
to the full range 1/4 to 2 1/2 inch shale. The startup 
procedure and all target process conditions were ieentical to 
those useG for Run CI031. 
The startup proceeded smoothly and rapidly for about ten hours. 
At this point, shale flow uniformity began to deteriorate. . 
String test data indicated that shale flow \-las gradually 
slot·ling dovm in the ''lest third of the retort while that in the 
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east third was increasing. About three hours later, a gO 
split in the west offgas temperature was observed. There was 
sufficient indication that a partial bridge of the shale 
bed had occurred above the air distributors on the west 
side of the unit. Operability continued to deteriorate as 
shale began to channel down through the center of the unit. 
Therefore, the operation was terminated. A small clinker 
was found in the northwest corner of the unit upon inspection
after shutdown. 
Prior to Startup CI034, the spent shale drawoff pipes were 
adjusted to slow down the shale flow in the center section 
of the retort. Although the cold shale drawdown tests had 
indicated uniform shale flow across the retort, string test 
data obtained during operations consistently indicated that 
the shale flow through the two center feed pipes was 10 to 
20% faster then that through the corner pipes. Plates 1/4
inch in thickness were installed in the center sections of 
the sgent shale drawoff cone. This change was effective in 
slowing down the center flow so that it was only 5 to 10% 
faster than that on the east and west sides. It was hoped that 
the resulting faster flow at the east and west walls above the 
air distributor would reduce the clinkering tendency with the 
1/2 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction. 
The string test involves measurement of the shale velocity
in a given feed pipe. A later measurement of the feed pipe
alignment revealed that the shale velocities measured by the 
string test before the drawoff system was modified were directly 
proportional to the area served by each feed pipe. This assumes 
that the area served by a feed pipe is bounded by the retort 
wall and the mid-points between the pipe and adjacent feed pipes. 
Therefore, comparing two feed pipes and given uniform shale flow 
in the retort, it is expected that the shale velocity in the 
pipe serving the greater area would be greater by a proportional 
amount. The measurement of the feed pipe alignment showed that 
on the average, the area served by each of the center pipes 
was 10 to 20% greater than that served by each of the corner 
pipes. Consequently, it is believed that the shale flow in the 
unit was, in fact, uniform during previous operations. 
The line burner was fired for Run Cl034 on April 28. In this 
startup, the preheat period was extended to two hours at a 
line burner outlet temperature of gOO F. After the two-hour 
period, the line burner temperature was increased to 1,200 F, 
a temperature 200 F below that used in previous startups.
Despite the lower line burner temperature, the startup proceeded
rapidly and one hour after phasing out the line burner, the 
retort was in trouble, when a partial shale bridge was experienced
Raw shale flow became erratic and ooerations deteriorated, 
forcing a shutdown of the unit about three hours later. The 
failure was very similar to that experienced in Run CI033 and 
once again a clinker was present in the west corner of the retort. 
During these operations, a second attempt was made to 
recover free liquid from the retort bed. The probe had 
been installed in the west si~e of the retort during the 
turnaround preceeding the startup. It was reported in the 
I'ionthly Progress t1emorandum, dated May 24, 1967, that in 
this test, liquid had been withdrawn from the retort bed. 
However, subsequent investigation determined that the liquid





HISTORY 	 OF OPERATIONS AND DATA SUMMARY 
RUNS C9B5 THROUGH C98B 
The initial operating period in Retort No. 3 began late on 
November 15, 1966. As mentioned above, the primary objectives
of these operations were to "s hake down" the mechanical compon­
ents of the unit and to evaluate proposed operating and 
sampling procedures. Numerous mechanical and processing
problems ~lere encountered as can be expected from shakedo'l:l7n 
operations. However, despite these problems, the results 
from these initial operations were encouraging. 
It had been planned to operate with a line burner outlet 
temperature of 1,300 F; however, due to malfunction of 
auxiliary burner equipment, a maximum outlet temperature of 
only 900 F was obtained. To compensate for the low outlet 
temperature, shale rate was decreased from the proposed
9 tons per hour to 3 tons per hour. Throughout this startup, 
the east side of the retort was hotter than the west side. 
Even combustion was never established and after about six 
hours of operation, the retort was shut down. When the 
retort was opened, several large clinkers were found resting 
on the air distributors and both of the vertical thermowells 
,.,ere found damaged. Because of the very poor mechanical 
operability, the precise cause of clinkering could not be 
determined. The most serious mechanical problems encountered 
were frequent failures of the raw shale feed and spent shale 
withdrawal systems. 
Following a turnaround during which some mechanical problems 
were corrected, the retort was again fired on November 22, 
1966 (C986). With the line burner delivering preheated air 
at 1,300 F, the planned startup procedure provided a very
fast, smooth startup. That evening a piece of tramp metal 
jammed the spent shale system causing a 45 minute shale 
stoppage. Shortly after operations were resumed, a split
in offgas temperatures developed and operations began to 
deteriorate. The retort was shut down early on November 23 
and inspection of the retort after shutdown revealed some 
clinkers in the air distributors. Clinkering was not as 
extensive as in C985 ho,,'ever. The probable cause of failure 
was the spent shale system shutdown, but there were indications 
that the specified gas rates 'flere too high. The air and 
recycle gas rates used for this run were 4,200 and 15,700 
SCF/T respectively. Mechanical operability, although improved, 
was still poor during this operation. 
The third operating period (C987) began early on November 25, 
1966. Due to the speed of the preceding startup, the line 
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burner outlet temperature was reduced from 1,300 F to 1,200 F 
for this startup. After a very smooth startup, the retort was 
brought to the following conditions~ 
Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 
Air Rate, SCF/T - about 4,900 
Recycle Rate, SCF/T - about 15,800 
The specified air rate was 4,650 SCF/T, but an error in the 
electronic flow computer gave the higher rate. This error 
was not discovered until late on November 26 at which time 
rates were reduced to 4,650 SCF/T. 
After the line burner was cut out of the system, there were 
periodic splits of 5 to 10 F in the offgas temperatures. Other 
retort temperatures appeared to be stable. Early on November 
27 the offgas temperature split increased to about 20 F. About 
four hours later, pressure gradients up to three inches of 
water per foot were noted in the retort combustion zone. 
During the next nine hours, severe shale stoppages occurred 
on both the east and west sides of the retort. The east and 
west offgas temperatures successively rose 140 F above the 
established operating level. A terminal shale stoppage 
forced the shutdown on thG afternoon of November 27. Three 
large clinkers were found in the retort. Large portions of 
those found in the center and east sections of the unit were 
down in the air distributor yokes. The clinker found on the 
west side was attached to the retort wall just above the air 
inlet area. 
The failure of the air flow computer may have contributed 
materially to this shutdown, however this failure was attributed 
to generally excessive gas rates, coupled with an electrostatic 
precipitator malfunction. The precipitator malfunction was 
caused by an electrical insulator failure. Mechanical reliabil ­
ity of the unit was still unsatisfactory. 
The fourth operating period (C988) began on November 30, 1966. 
A line burner temperature of 1,200 F and a recycle gas rate 
of 14,700 SCF/T were specified for this startup. Line bUrner 
operations were satisfactory but as the line burner was being
phased out of the system, the temperatures on the west side 
of the retort rose to a level 400 F higher than those on the 
east side. Nevertheless, after the line bUrner had been com­
pletely phased out, these temperatures converged and stabilized 
at the same level. Initial operating specifications for this 
run were the following: 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 
Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,300 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 14,500 
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On December 3, the recycle gas rate was raised to 15,500 SCF/T
but it was necessary to reduce this rate to 15,000 SCF/T 
about seven hours later due to an excessive pressure buildup.
Early on December 5, a malfunction of the zero speed switch on 
Screw Conveyor No. 2 shut down the spent shale system for a per­
iod of 15 minutes. Air and recycle gas rates were cut sharply
during this period. After repairs were completed, the unit ,\.,as 
brought back on conditions. Operations appeared to be unaffected 
by this stoppage. Later on December 5, the air rate was 
increased to 4,500 SCF/T and recycle rate was reduced to 14,700 
SCF/T. This adjustment in gas rates was made in an effort to 
eliminate residual oil in the spent shale. The recycle gas 
rate increase on December 3 was also made forthis purpose. 
Six hours later, a second zero speed switch failure occurred 
on Conveyor No.2, causing a 30 minute stoppage of shale flow 
through the retort. Gas rates were again cut sharply while 
repairs were made. Following completion of repairs, operations 
were resumed without incident. During a 10-hour period on 
December 6, retort operations were interrupted seven times 
by failures of the public power supply (a total of 15 power 
failures occurred in all). These stoppages were from 10 to 
30 minutes in duration. In each case, after restoration of 
power, rates were rapidly returned to specifications without 
any indication of process problems. Pressure drops remained 
at the pre-failure level and retort temperatures were even. 
Due to heavy snow and rain on December 6 and 7, the raw shale 
feed was extremely wet and muddy. However, this had no apparent 
effect on retort operations. 
Very early on December 10, it \<las discovered that the recycle 
gas flow computer had drifted upward by about 3%. The recycle 
gas rate was adjusted do\tln\-Tard to compensate for this drift. 
Shortly thereafter, there was a radical change in combustion 
zone temperatures. Both east and west temperatures increased 
about 100 to 200 F to a level of 1,400 to 1,500 F. This increase 
was followed by a sudden drop to the 900 F level. At the same 
time, temperatures belo\-, the combustion zone rose about 400 F 
to a level of 900 to 1,000 F. 
These changes indicated a rapid downward shift in the combustion 
zone, as would be expected from a falling bridge. Within three 
hours, all the retort temperatures were again normal: but three 
hours later an instrument air line to a DP cell controlling 
the recycle gas flow was found to be plugged. The recycle gas 
rate was 20 to 30% above specifications for about 30 minutes 
before this problem was corrected. To avoid excessive bottom 
pressure, the recycle rate was held at about 14,300 SCF/T for 
eight hours. Following an increase in recycle gas rate to 
14,700 SCF/T, there was a rise followed by a 400 F drop in the 
combustion zone temperatures. The retort bottom pressure
increased and the offgas temperatures began splitting. Following 
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this event, recycle rates were varied but operations continued 
to deteriorate. Clinkers started appearing in the spent shale 
on December 11. Operations were very poor on December 12 and 
the retort was shut down • 
• 

l(- ISUMMARY SHEt.'l' A- I 
~~~~~~(J ) I fTe-tf'$8' c.c):;¥./ C-1.11·zl c·np.-~·-
L;)..-I-bt, /"J. ­ 1. - tl.. 17- 3-6& /2-1--6(':ll·:\!t.T l.jU 
-'-~'i[ mo' RUN, hours d-.'/ ")-'1 .2lf­ z'f 
',l~: r TYPE NUHBER R(.~..r Ik,I /(c -I ~c -r 
ri;:'::XOv;c;rtY SYSTSM NUMBER C­ I c- I _C. - J C - I 
~ :::~ArR D1.5T. AD-J A f)-T A /)-I A fj-T 
,ll ~7;:j\'nf(G CONDITIONS: 
(ft2) 37~ Si) ~9~I-lt?,,~'i Shale, lbs7 (hr) 1/ 0 ')­
) Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 2. tf. t; 2'1,2 21;- ? Zt. Cf 
Nom. Size Range, inches /..;' ,..J;;'':'' /: ;"j'~ )...-", /:.' 2' ~" /"_ 2' ~ I' 
~ ~ Passing Thru N() NO ),/0 }/o 
98 %Passing Thru Tv /(1 h 7\1 (q I:> 7" /a b , ...t/~ IJ 
Da - - -
Dv - -
Air, SCF/Ton RS , 41'17 to-3 ~ If'360 .., "570 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wet)\~J I'IS).. 0 l~L6 3 0 IS-So 0 15"¥oo 
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (wet) - - - -
Propane, SCF/Ton RS - - --Brine, Gal/Ton RS - - - -Air Temp. Entering Retort, of l :l- '2­ 1)-0 /20 /17 
Bed Hgt. Above Air Dist., ft / ~..J-":' I"'~( 12Yzi IZYt' 
Bed Below Air Dist., ft 7 , 7' 7 1 7' 
PPE?..ATING DATA: 
Offgas Temperature, of lJ.. 9 I').7 12 i 127 
Recycle Gas Temperature, of ';;/7 ~I fr 7/ '9 z I -~' 
Spent Shale Temperature, of 3~S ,?o '" $06 217 
Avg. Retort [lP, in. H20/ ft ~. LfLf ~, Iff, t!)·S/ ~, 5' I 
~P AboveAlr Dist. in. H20/ft 0,-:;0 J;?, )' / o.Ji2, 0,00 
Overall Opere Performance - - - -
PRODUCTS RECOVt~ED: 
Oil Collected, vol %RSFA ~ 9. I 70, ,.. n3 <J~, 0 
Oil Lost as l'1ist, vol % RSFA (flO 0,0 0,0 O,S 
Oil in ~pent ~hale, vol %RSFA I. 7 ),7 I I <2 /, 7 
Total Oil Heas., vol fO RSFA ( 9' o. R .5 2-,"-­ ~~.I 90, f") 
Total Water, lbs/Ton RS 96, ~ ~3 10 s: 6 81, £t-
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 531'" S" 3 ~"'f ~610 5~5"O 
Mineral C02 Decomposed, % 16.~ 3/,7 <: S'".6 slf. 9 
~~TE~lAL BALANCES: 
Ash, wt ~ (measured) - "- - -
Basis for Yields & i'1at'l Bal. R5 pS "(5 ~S 
Overall Balance, wt % 99,3 77. 'ff' 100.9 CJ '1, ~ 
Organic Carbon tlalance, wt 1& No, If 1()3.'j /0 I. '1 ' '71.h 
Total Carbon Halance, wt ~6 I~ fI, ).. 10;)._,2_ /0 I, ~ 97,C 
Organic Hydrogen Balance, wt % 9'7. ~ loS. 7 /0 0 ,0 Cf Lf. ~ 
Water Balance, wt % , fJ ~-, t:. :1.4-, .L r.?6 liZ 912 '/, , 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (~et) dLfr ./9 13~ 1/-0
HEAT BALANCE: 
Heat of Combustion, MBtu/Ton RS I{)_? If 3 ~ 1f35 If sLf 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS 7~ IfJ fJl ~6 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES: 
Gravity, 0API .z0,5' 2'0,3 20, tt 2.0.6 
Ash, wt % - - - -
[GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
Hoisture. lbs/r1SCF of dry gas - - - - -Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF 7"­ 77,2 tj7.~ 70,S-: 
02 vol % o. I 0, , (),~ 0,0 
C01 vol ~; 27.0 27.7 .z 7,1 77, ~ 
\SPENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/l'on SS 0,;­ 07 dJ.~ a,if 
. Organic Carbon, wt % I 3,ot 7,.1:1. z. ~Cj Z.II 
"l;Reto' No 1 ' . . Retort No _ liBrt • runs - no prefl.X, • 2 runs Pref"l.X. OSRC-ll 






HISTORY OF OPERATIONS AND DATA SU~mARY 
RUNS C989 AND C990 
Prior to Run Series C989, the bolted connections on the air 
distributor assembly were welded to eliminate air leaks below 
the normal injection levelo Otherwise, the retort configura­
tion and process were unchanged. The line burner was fired 
for Run C989 on December 15, 1966; however, a failure of the 
recycle blower forced a shutdown before run conditions had 
been reached. Upon completion of repairs to the blower, at 
0400 hours on December 24, the unit was fired for run series 
C990. The startup was smooth and within 27 hours the unit 
was on the following target conditions. 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - 400 

Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,500 

Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 14,700 

The unit ran well at these conditions for about seven hours, 
at which time the bottom pressure began increasing rapidly, 
rising from seven inches of water to ten inches of water in 
about 1 1/4 hours. Corrective action was taken when the 
pressure reached ten inches of water. The recycle gas 
rate was reduced in 500 SCF/T increments. Five or six such 
cuts, coupled with a 200 SCF/T decrease in air, were made 
over a 30 minute period. The pressure continued to increase 
in a sawtooth fashion until a level of 13· inches of ~:later 
was reached. At this point, the unit "unloaded" as evidenced 
by a decrease in pressure. 
The gas rates were slowly brought back to specified conditions, 
and the bottom pressure stabilized at a level of 6 to 6.5 
inches of water. The unit ran smoothly for about nine hours 
after reaching conditions; at which point the pressure again 
began increasing rapidly (from 6.5 to 9 inches of water in 
1 1/4 hours). Recycle rates were cut and the pressure peaked 
just below 10 inches of water. The recycle was held at a 
level of 13,800 SCF/T for about eight hours (C990-3), and 
then was increased to a new target of 14,300 SCF/T. I-ieanwhile, 
the air rate was held at 4,500 SCF/T. The unit ran extremely 
well at the new conditions and material balance periods C990-3 
through C990-6 were completed. During this period, the bottom 
pressure remained almost constant at a level slightly less 
than six inches of water. 
At that time, it was thought that one possible reason for the 
inability to operate for sustained periods at the higher 





crushing plant was not in operation during the early phase
of C990 and it was necessary to draw shale from the 500 ton 
storage bin. The shale inventory of this bin was smaller in 
size than that specified for the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction. 
Furthermore, this bin does not have facilities to make a final 
screening of the 1/4 inch minus materials before it is fed to 
the retort; therefore, it was believed that the smaller size 
and the greater fines concentration of this feed could have 
contributed to the gas rate limitation and a further test at 
the higher rates was planned. 
The shale size returned to normal during the period of smooth 
operation and at the end of C990-6, the recycle gas rate was 
again increased to the 14,700 SCF/T level. The unit operation 
was very smooth for about 19 to 20 hours, after which, the 
bottom pressure increased from 6 inches of water to 9.5 inches 
of water in about 2 1/4 hours. As in the previous instances, 
the recycle gas rate was reduced to 13,000 SCF/T and this was 
effective in decreasing the unit pressures. Test period
C990-7 and C990-8 were completed during this perio~ of high gas 
rate operation. 
As a result of the third unsuccessful attempt to raise gas 
rates, it was concluded that a true gas rate limitation had 
been reached and that the operation was close to the threshhold. 
However, this conclusion is clouded somewhat by the fact that a 
storage bin charging the retort ran dry just prior to the 
upset and a slug of fines was unCoubtedly charged to the retort. 
In any event, the observations of the control panel indicated that 
the unit recovered completely from the upset. 
Following the upset, the recycle gas rate was returned to the 
14,700 SCF/T level while the air rate was held at 4,500 SCF/T. 
These were the same rates used in C990-3 through C990-6, a 
period of extremely smooth operation with high yields. The 
retort ran at these conditions for approximately 6 days 
(C990-9 through C990-l9); however, the overall operation was 
not as smooth as in the previous period of operation at equiva­
lent gas rates. The bottom pressure generally wandered over a 
range of one inch of water (between 6 and 7 inches of water)
and while this in itself is not bad, it did indicate a differ­
ence from earlier operation. More significant however, was the 
fact that on three or four occasions, the bottom pressure
increased to a level of 8 to 8.5 inches of water but in each 
instance, the unit unloaded itself. It should be emphasized 
that no corrective action was necessary on the part of the 
operators to recover from these periodic pressure surges. 
During this 6-day period at constant conditions, (December 29 
through January 3) there were also several upsets of mechanical 
origin. At 2020 hours on December 31, the top rotary feeder 
failed, resulting in a 1 1/2 hour stoppage of raw shale feed 
E-l 
to the unit. It was necessary to drastically reduce the air and 
recycle gas rates to 900 and 5,000 SCF/T, respectively. The 
spent shale drawoff rate was also greatly reduced. Following 
necessary repairs, the unit \'1as brought back on condition and 
on the following morning, the revolving distributor failed, 
stopping raw shale feed to the unit for three quarters of an 
hour. For an additional hour, while repairs were being made, 
it was possible to feed shale to one side of the unit only. 
By all visual criteria the unit recovered extremely well from 
both of these upsets. 
During the last four balance periods of the 6-day constant 
condition operation (C990-18 through C990-21) the spent shale 
drawoff system was operated at constant speed in an effort to 
smooth out the bottom pressure fluctuations. This was a rather 
minor change as the automatic mode of operation normally used 
holds the drawoff rate within narrow limits of i5%. The manual 
or constant speed drawoff was abandoned at the conclusion of 
C990-21 since it did not appear to improve the operation. 
On January 4, in a continuing effort to investigate gas rates, 
the air rate was decreased from 4,500 SCF/T to 4,300 SCF/T 
while the recycle gas rate was held at the 14,300 SCF/T level. 
This operation was carried out for a 24-hour period during which 
C990-20 and C990-21 were completed. There was no apparent 
improvement in operation as the retort bottom pressure continued 
to fluctuate mildly. The gas rates were changed early on 
January 5 when a gradual pressure buildup to 10 inches of water 
indicated that corrective action was necessary. The recycle gas 
rate was reduced to 10,000 SCF/T and held there for a period of 
one hour. This change was effective in returning the pressure 
to a normal level. The observations made during this upset 
indicated that it was somewhat different from the pressure
buildups noted previously. The location of the maximum pressure 
gradient was observed higher in the bed, indicating a "liquid 
rich" condition, compared with a "dust rich" condition which 
generally occurs just above the air distributors. Again, the 
unit appeared to recover completely from this upset. 
After the recovery, still another set of gas rates were tested. 
The air and recycle gas rates were set at 4,500 and 14,000 
SCF/T, respectively. Although this change was in the direction 
of lower yields, it was made in an effort to determine the price 
of obtaining a smooth, surge-free operation. The operation was 
smooth for about 36 hours at which time a shale storage bin 
was inadvertently empited. This event was followed by a 
characteristic buildup in retort pressure, suggesting that a 
high concentration of fines had been fed to the unit. Following 
corrective action, the unit was again lined out at the above 
conditions. With the exception of one instantaneous pressure 
surge, the unit ran smoothly for an additional 17 hours. Howeve~ 
shortly after noon on January 7, one of the offgas temperatures 
E-4 
increased about 50 F. This was the first clear-cut evidence 
that the unit was in serious difficulty. The split in offgas 
temperatures was followed by a general cooling off of the 
west half of the retort. The usual corrective action - cutting 
gas rates for several hours - did not improve the operation
Retort temperatures and a shale flow check, indicated a clinker 
in the eastern section of the unit. Consequently, the retort 
operation was terminated. 





.. i~U~d~',LOJ f'rr.- '1'10'- , C-'190-z C'<J10-J IC-9'1o-'I ('-190-51 
." 1'1'1 ~')f:\t~Thl) /7' 2)- 6'6 12-25-66 '7·;:~-6(Jt: ·'zb- 6( 12-:7-6(, 
i 
:>,:f'C'll U? RUN, hours 12 1;7 /2 12 12.. 
:1' TY PE NUMBER. . /(C-I ;.'( -:t r:C'Z Iff: ,f Rr-I. ' 
;~lj, i{t;COVERY SYSTEH NUf1BER C - I c-/ ..L -L I" - I ,. -I 
t~yPI: AIR DIST. A g-11­ A f)-Ii Af)-7I A IJ -.lJ. AIJ-:O: 
i,F::;~IXl'ING CONDITIONS: 
IlaH Shale 9 lbs7 (hr) (ft2) .i16 lJ..11f 317 3<1 I 312­
Fischer AssaY9 Gal/Ton RS 25:6 zs-;;Z zs". I 2. Lf:<J 23.7 
Nom. Size Range, inches J"- z /zll r'-;?~/I r-"Zy/' ~J'I-:Zl~'" 
5% pas~~u a :z{;3 o·7tt..z t!'}·3_ll . !!" 7'f~ 
98 % Passing ru 2.5'0 2'.1)0 z.5"O Z)o 2.S-d 
Da I. zz S I. 39Cf 1.:;:13 I. 5"1 5" J. '1<, b 
Dv J. S-S/ /. b 3' 5" I. S'13 /, r:. '2 If I ""Ill-
Air, SCF/Ton RS , .'\ t;.),!--O If "3:t. 0 't360 t~'fO 'f."i<fO 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wetP C ', 1'1100 13100 1'1-000 1'+700 1'f7()O 
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (wet) - - - - -
Propane, SCF/Ton RS - - - - -
Brine, Gal/Ton RS - ~ - - -
Air Temp. Entering Retort, OF 1/6 1I_"t liS' /09 /oz 
Bed Hgt. Above Air Dist. y tt /7 ~ I 1:Z ~ J Izh' /-Z ~ I /ZY.z I 
Bed Below Air Dist •• ft 7' 7' 7' 7' '71 
OPERATING DATA: 
Offgas Temperature, Of /.76 12lf IZG 12 S-. 12 If. 
Recycle Gas Temperature, OF 2'fO 2'3--'1 23'1 :2'55" '2/ 'f. 
Spent Shale Temperature~ OF 36 <f 36 I 377 ?60 ?':>I/-
Avg. Retort ClP, in. H20/ft (). 39­ 0·37 0.;:<2 c· 30 o.~ f 
""P Above Air Dist. in. H20/ft ",50 0'£1-6 o. 'c; 2. 0 ;;'+ 0.::;6 
Overall Oper. Performance - - - -
PRODUCTS RECOV~~ED: 
Oil Collected, vol %RSFA ~£f;~ lJl,3 t6 7.CJ <27. '1 . 10. '3 
Oil Lost as ~ RSFA o· '+­ ().:z O.H', 0,6 o. S-
Oil in ;:)pent ;:)ha % RSFA 10,4­ :;'0 2,6 I .~ I. q 
Total Oil 11eas %RSFA 15:6 g8.5 Cfo.q q 0 :j> <17,r 
Total Water, Ibs ~6,J ~ z. 7 ?,j,q 7'?,5' <to,if, 
Calc. DrV Vent Gas 9 SCF/Ton RS S"'670 53JJ2 5"200 5'680 5"R'if.o. 
. Mineral C02 Decomposed, iJ 30.Z 27. 5' :z 3.'l? 20.2 29.5 
IMATERIAL BALANCES: 
Ash, wt % (measured) - - - - -
Basis for Yields & Matll Bal. KS _~S Jl5 RS RS 
Overall Balance, wt % 100. if '79.5' 100.0 C,S'.R /01.2
Organic Carbon tialance, wt p 106. r 10/,0 /0'5'.4-. '''2.0 1/3.2
Total Carbon tialance, wt ~ IO'f. S /00.7 10507 10/, 'I­ lof/.9
Organic Hydrogen Balance. wt % 10 if. (, '78. '7 110. ? ' 'f5: 3 10 7.-'­
Water Balance, wt % 10 q, '1 /0<], g'f.6 <J6Jj 1//: / 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (~et) - Lf.G -4~'R - !t26.. -5'7~ - 2'1 
HEAT BALJl.NGE: 
Heat of Combustion, MBtu/Ton RS '+4-7 Lf/9 If 5 'f_ 1.1-1)1 4-27 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS tn 60 II?.. C;?O 6~ 
SHALE OIL PROPERTI ES : 
Gravity. "API J1.~ 20, ~ ,20.'Z 19.8 2,0.2­
Ash. wt ~~ 0.03 c. 0 '! (),o3 o.c,3 (').0 :5 
PAS FROPER'rIES (DRY): 
g.GMoisture, Ibs/l~CF of ~s 'Z.1f 7.~ <l.5 7.7 
Gross Heciting Value, Bt fJ1,O Cf4', & /17, if qt.1 qq, Lf 
02 vol p 0.0 0,0 t').o c:>.G 0.7 
CO~, vol ~, :2 5:. ~ 25';B 12,-6 ZS•.iJ 2 'Ii 0 
~PENT SHALg: S'st:iFischer Assay, Gal/I'on S5 3. I "2.,0 o,tl t!J.lf t?4­
Or~anie t.,arbon~ wt p "3,::Z <iJ ~.ill 2 ?'f 2.'1-6 2,1./-7 
'(l;Re 0' No 1 r - 0 et • t tN _ n:B II . prefix. 

'U)• "tj " c-C{qO- " C' '1'/0-/2 C-790-/3 1(-f'lO-':';"I}, C-11()-'/61, I. ,'I'~L,t1, 
" j~'7;1';ijLTlo,D IZ- ~~-a IZ-:!o-Gf 12--:;/-(:G 17-~/-6~ /- 2-671 
';lYr~RUN, hours 17 12 2'+ Z/f I "J~ 
.:':\~OHT TYPE NUNBER RC-T I?c- ;: RC -r If!c-r '(C-I 
jTL HECOVE:RY SYSTEM NUMBER C-I C - I (" - I ("-I c-/;"H~_,~ 
AfJ-Ii .II J1 •.Jl A 1)- IJ AfJ-7I A O-Jrtr It)l~ AIR DIST. 
rPEHATING CONDITIONS: 
HalN' Shale, Ibs/ (hr) (ft2) '"{1<6 3'14 3T? ,'10 370' 
;[i'ischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS Z'f,~ 2' s: cr ZS-.<6 2h.Z :z6.4-
Nom. Size H.ange,_ inches ''' ... ;Z ~VJ I"-7 ~ II I I' - Z );t // 1"-;;7.11 /,I_ZJ)" 
, ;t; Passin~ Thru O.7I.fZ o,5.z~ 0, 7 il-;Z 0, 7'1-Z O.71fz 
9ti p Passing Thru '2, e;-o 7,5"0 3.00 '2,5'0 Z.~o 
Da. I. 3::l 5 I. 7, 0 5"" /, r 8Lf I, 1./ 01 I. ~t4 
Dv . ) ~o :3 /. 6!f5" I,$'() 7 I. 6if 7 1.7~6 
Air. SCFfTon RS .,,, If-~~O 4 )'60 Lf-7<JO -ljt/o lfg70 
'1' ot. Recycle. SCF/Ton RS \ wet} \ C" 1'1-700 1~7()O 15;00 /4-IfOO 15"'5'00 
Dilution Gas, SCFfTon RS (wet) - - -- - -
Propane. SCF/Ton RS - .- - -
Brine, Gal/Ton RS - - - -
Air Temo. Entering Retort, OF 1/"2. 10 Cf 1"7 107 10'1 
Bed Hgt. Above Air Dist., ft /2. }L;/ J2.J1:.' 17)';.' I2.Yz' /2 Y:' 
Bed Below Air Dist., ft "7' '--fl 7/ .....,' "7 1 
OPERATING DATA: 
Offgas Temper'ature, OF 12 S- 12)" 1.7(5 12 'I- J2G 
Recycle Gas Temperature, OF Z'!.'f 7::if zt;-O :z:zCf 2 '3-_5'-
Spent Shale Temperature, OF "J67 !,ZI 377 3f17 3gLj. 
Ava. Retort ClP, in. H20/ft t!>.3z 0.33 t'J "':5, :;J t). :?? 0,3tt 
...:..P Above Air Dist. in. H20/ft 0·36 .0· ~6 0.3& o. ':9 t),38 
Overall Opere Performance - - - .... -
PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
tJ.~ >?lhh q~lfOil Collected. vol %RSFA ~6.X' ~s-:6 
Oil Lost as Mist, vol " RSFA 0,02 0.1..1 O.Z O. =t 0./
Oil in Spent Shale, vol %RSFA tJ.'1 t).p c:>.~ /.7 1.7 
Total Oil 1'1eas.. vol p RSFA . '37. "1:2 1.5: 0 _~6 .2 t67.t: '1h 7 
Total Water, lbs/Ton RS 1/0.15 /20· P. Q;Z,7 10b.i.f J/7.0 
Calc. Drv Vent Gas, SCFfTon RS 7;790 fJ670 6.zS-o ~960 635"'0 
Mine... 2 Decomposed, ?S Z(},4- 30.Jl ZLf. ~ 27.1 :z7.0 
~~TEaIAL BALANCES: 
Ash. wt 16 (measured) - - - -Basis for Yields & Mat'l Bal. i?5 ~S // ~ J<S R'<:, 
Overall Balance, wt " /01. 3' 1()O. 'to /0/,0 101.6 J()5. :z 
Organic Carbon tlalance, wt ;0 lo"Z,<;i /0'3.5" /09.:.t . IO/.<Z j)'o.O 
Total Carbon tlalance, wt ~ 10"7,7 M;? l;' Ic~. (, 70/, '7 It) 7. 1 
Oraanic Hydrogen Balance, wt % CJ6, 0 100A r: q /, /.f crt/if 96.6 
Water Balance t wt % /;-0.:<.- 13Z. I /6/.0 Jlf,~f( 1S--r:7 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS \~et) - q:z 62- -/3<'" IJ-n 7¥ 
HEAT BALANCE: 
Heat of Combustion, MBtu/Ton RS ,/, I..... I If !'1 'ILl I 1.1-77 'f7n 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS 13~ 1S'J.f. /() '3 90 /5"1
iSHALE OIL PROPERTIES: 
Gravity, OAP! '7(). Z 20.3 2f)· ~ 2a.2 2(). " 
Ash, wt % tP ,07. tI'.>.o ~ O. (),;! o.o~ 0.03 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
Moisture, lbs/t4SCF of dry gas 11.'2 11. I' 7.9 )t). J II If 
Gross Heating Value. Btu/SCF )00.3 /0:';: 7 113, '1 1001<1 q ifJ. 0 
02 vol % 1"). 0 t).O o.If 0,< 0.0 
-CO~. vol % z 5": I ;Z If. z z3.5' 737 :24;.0 
~PENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, GaljTon SS /). '? 0.2 Ot2 t'),l/- t!J.Lt 




r(l;Retort No 1 runs - no refix· Retort No. 2 runs - "B .. .Prefix.. OSRe-11(2)Total Rec;cle • Rec,yclePin bottom + Dtiution Gas 





HISTORY 	 OF OPERATIONS AND DATA SUMrmRY 
RUNS C99l THROUGH C997 
On January 11, Retort No. 3 was started UP for Run e99l. It 
was not 	possible to reach the specified 1~300 F line burner 
outlet temperature due to the fact that the line burner had 
been repaired and covered with wet insulation just prior to 
startup. Initially, an outlet temperature of only 800 F was 
obtained. Two to three hours after firing the line burner, 
the west side of the retort was burning nicely. Temperatures 
on that 	side at a level 30 inches above the air inlet were 
about 850 F whereas, those on the east siue were still all 
below 200 F. It soon became evident that the oxygen which was 
being fed to the cold east side was returning in the recycle 
gas stream to be con!StlIT'ed on'the hot, ".rest side. It ~tlas then 
decided to shut the retort down. Significantly, no clinker 
was found when the retort was opened and inspected. At that 
time, it was tentatively concluded that the failure to fire 
the east side of the retort was caused by the low line burner 
outlet temperature. 
After the line burner had been repaired such that it "lould 
produce the specified outlet temperature of 1,300 F, the retort 
was fired for Run C992. Again the standard startup procedure 
was used but the severity was increased slightly by maintaining 
relatively higher air rates. During the first three hours of 
the startup, the temperatures on the east and \flest sides of the 
retort increased uniformily to a level of 400 F. As the startup
progressed, the west side continued to heat up rapidly, whereas, 
the east side held at the 400 F level for about an hour then 
began cooling off. When it was evident that the east side 
had failed to fire, several corrective actions were attempted; 
but these resulted only in overheating the west side and forma­
tion of a clinker in that area. 
Following the second unsuccessful startup attempt, a thorough 
inspection "las made of all Retort No. 3 systems. A check of 
the air and recycle gas distribution systems both with and 
without gas flowing, revealed nothing. The spent shale drawoff 
system was checked both with and without shale flowing and 
nothing was found which suggested any abnormalities in shale 
flow. In fact, the entire inspection provided no explanation 
for the startup difficulties encountered. 
Consequently, the line burner was fired for Run e993, using a 
somewhat more severe startup procedure. The temperature history 
of this startup was very similar to that of C992. The east and 
west temperatures approached the 400 degree level uniformly and 
F-2 

then began to diverge. As the temperature split developed, 
the line burner temperature was raised from 1,300 to 1,400 F 
and the air rate was increased from 850 to 950 SCFM. However, 
it appeared that the attempted corrective action was taken too 
late 	to be effective and the operation was terminated. 
The similarities between these three unsuccessful startups 
indicated that a slight maldistribution in the gas to shale 
ratio existed between the east and west sides of the retort. 
And it was concluded that during the critical startup stage, 
this maldistribution was sufficient to cause the west side to 
fire first. Once this situation develops, it becomes self ­
aggravating because the oxygen fed to the cold side returns in 
the recycle gas stream and feeds the side which is already
burning. Apparently, there is little lateral movement of the 
burning front in the combustion zone and it is, therefore, 
imperative that the entire cross section be fired at about the 
same time. Surprisingly, the standard startup procedure used 
successfully in earlier Retort No. 3 operations suddenly appeared
inadequate for establishing uniform combustion in the bed. 
The startup procedure which had been used to this time is called 
the constant oxygen consumption procedure. It entails reducing 
air rate during startup such that the rate of oxygen consumption
is maintained at a predetermined level. A detailed description
of this procedure is found in Appendix G. A typical startup 
curve is presented in Figure 38. The predetermined level of 
oxygen consumption rate or operating band is indicated by the 
shaded area. Note that the operating parameter is equivalent 
air rate in SCF/T. As shown in the figure, the operating
band for the 1 to 2 1/2 inch shale fraction is between equivalent
air rates of 5,000 to 5,100 SCF/T. The extent to which the air 
rates are maintained above or below the shaded areas determines 
the severity of the startup. If air rates are maintained above 
this area, the startup is considered severe, whereas, maintaining 
air rates below the shaded area results in a mild startup. On 
this basis, the severity of Startup C992 was considered normal. 
During the turnaround following Run C993, a cold shale drawdown 
test was made. This test showed that the shale flow in the 
east side of the retort was about 5% faster than that in the 
west. Based on this result and the experiences in Runs C991 
through C993, the following mechanical and operational changes 
were made prior to Startup C994. 
a. 	 The shale drawoff system was adjusted to provide 
uniform shale flow across the retort. 
b. 	 A metal plate was welded over a one-half inch ledge 
just below the south center manway to insure a 
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c. New, sturdier orifice plates were installed in the 
three air headers feeding the unit. 
d. An alternate and much more 
would be followed. 
severe startup procedure 
e. Adjustments in recycle gas distribution would be 
made in an effort to eliminate temperature splits
which might occur above and below the air distributors. 
The line burner was fired for C994 on January 17 and the alternate 
startup procedure was followed. In this procedure, high air 
rates are maintained throughout the early stages of the startup
and reductions in air rate are determined by unit response as 
reflected by combustion zone temperatures, vent gas make, etc. 
As in the preceeding startups, the west side began burning
before the east; however, the east side was successfully fired. 
The west side continued to run hotter than the east and after 
about 10 hours of operation the temperature split between the 
two sides began to increase. At this point, the recycle gas
distribution was adjusted to allow approximately 5% more flow to 
the east side. This action appeared to be effective as the temper 
atures began to converge. Operations continued to improve as 
the startup progressed and the unit was lined out at 400 mass 
rate conditions where two l2-hour material balance periods 
were completed. At the conclusion of C994-2, a transition was 
made to 500 mass rate conditions (C99s). Operations were 
stable during the transition period and all operating data 
indicated that a successful transition had been made. However, 
shortly after 500 mass rate conditions were reached, the 
recycle blower failed, forcing termination of the run. As 
expected, inspection of the retort after shutdown revealed no 
clinker. 
It was decided to again try the standard oxygen consumption
procedure for Run C996. However, the severity would be signifi ­
cantly increased by maintaining air rates above the 5,200 SCF/T
air equivalent level. This would provide a more severe startup
while remaining within the limits of a defined startup procedure.
The line burner was fired on January 21 and the startup proceeded
normally for about two hours. At this time the process seemed 
to come to a standstill, a condition which lasted for approxi­
mately three hours. During this time, retort temperatures
indicated that burning and retorting had begun between the 
air and recycle gas distributors. The air rate was raised in 
an effort to increase the combustion above the air distributors 
and to lower the oxygen concentration in the recycle gas stream. 
After about nine hours of operation, the characteristic east­
west temperature split develoged above the air distributors. 
Recycle gas distribution was then altered to allow more flow to 
the east side; however, this change had no apparent effect on 
the operation and the retort was shut down. Inspection of the 
unit after shutdown revealed a large clinker across the west side, 
F-4 

The constant oxygen consumption startup procedure was again
used in Run C997, but in this case, the severity was greatly
increased by using an oxygen consumption rate which was 15 to 
20% higher than that originally proposed for this shale size. 
As shown in Figure 39, the operating band for this startup was 
between 5,500 and 6,000 SCF/T equivalent air rate. The line 
burner was fired on January 22, and the startup proceeded
rapidly and smoothly for about 1 1/2 hours. At that time, the 
west temperatures below the air distributors began running about 
150 F hotter than those on the east side. In an effort to 
eliminate this temperature split, the recycle gas distribution 
was again adjusted to provide more flow to the east side. After 
about two hours of operation, the unit reached a "status quoit 
similar to that observed during Run C996. The recycle gas 
rate was raised in an attempt to spur combustion; hO~<1ever, this 
change had little effect and burning was initiated in the bottom 
of the retort. The air rate was then raised and about half of 
the recycle gas added previously was removed to decrease the 
oxygen input to the bottom of the unit. The startup proceeded
slowly thereafter, and the operation improved considerably after 
the line burner was phased out of the system. The unit was 
lined. out at the following target conditions. 
Raw Shale Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) - SOO 
Air Rate, SCF/T - 4,700 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T - 12,500 
Upon completion of two l2-hour material balance periods at the 
above conditions, the recycle gas rate was increased by 500 
SCF/T to check operability and yield at that level. During
this transition, the bottom pressure suspiciously decreased 
rather than increasing as would be expected from an increase in 
recycle gas rate. The operation grew increasingly unstable at 
these conditions and the unit was shutdown. The post-shutdown




























































































































































































































































































































RESEARCH DEPAR'rMENT September 30, 1966 
Anvil Points Oil Shale Research Center 
Rifle, Colorado Files 330 
345 . 
A NEW RETORT STARTUP PROCEDURE 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this procedure is to bring the retort to a 300 
mass 	rate condition before proceeding to the specified con­
ditions. The rate of approach to the 300 mass rate condition 
is controlled by the rate of oxygen consumption in the retort. 
Procedure: 
1. 	 Before lighting the line burner the retort should be set 
at the following conditions: 
An~!('lrt 	 Retort No. 2 
~.."'---' 
Ra\v Shale Rate 300 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 2,700 1bs/ (hr) (9 ft2) 
Air Rate 7,460 SCF/Ton 6.0 Penj 168 SCF/H 
Recycle Rate 15,700 SCF/Ton 4.8 Peni 353 SCF/M 
Bed Height Adjust to shale size 
2. 	 Light line burner and set to 1,4000 F. 
3. 	 Reduce air rate according to the following procedure: 
a. 	 Assume that you \-lant to consume oxygen at o. retort 
condition of: 
Raw Shale = 300 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 

Air = 5,000 SCF/Ton 

(02) in vent = 0% " 
Rate of 02 Consumption 300 X A ~ 500~~ 21 SCF/M=Any Retort 120,000 .• 
Rate of 02 Consumption ::: ~.~goo X ,21 = 23.6 SCF/M
Retort No. 2 ~20,vOI 

Where A = Area of Retort, ft2 

- 2 ­
b. Using a nitrogen balance to obtain <the vent rate the 
actual rate of consumption is: 
" 
. 	 CO )1
Actual Rate of 02 Consumption::: A [.21 - .79(N}rjSCF/M 
Where A ::: air rate, SCF/M 
C02) ::: oxygen concentration in vent 
(N2) ::: nitrogen concentration in vent 
Co 	 Setting actual rate of consumption of 02 to the 
desired rate and solving for the air rate: 
Any Retort 







d. 	 For Retort No. 2 only solving in terms of meter 
reading 
- .841MR - r.21":--T021J
<-c.l 21 - 79 CN})j 
e. 	 Using a correlation between the oxygen and nitrogen 
concentration given in Figure 40 the relationship . 
between MR and C02} is given in Figure 41. 
4. 	 ~ake air rate cuts whenever actual rate (or meter reading) 
deviates from the curv~ given in Figure 2 by 0.1 pen 
reading. 
s. 	 Start cutting out the line burner \\Then TR3-9 is 9000 F. 
(TR3-9 is 12 inches above level of air inlet when 1/4 to 
1 inch shale is being processed) Cut at rate of 1000 F 
per half an hour. 
6. 	 During latter stages of startup when. line burner is being 
cut it may become necessary to raise the raw shale rate. 
In the startups which have been performed using this 
procedure the temperatures ran high at this time. Raising 
the raw shale rate 200 to 400 pounds per hour should' < 
alleviate this problem. 
When 	 the 300 mass rate conditions have been reached and the e. 	 line burner is out< begin the approach to the final 
specified conditions. This should be done in eight equal 
- 3 ­
hourly steps of the variables. nJring this transition a 
close watch should be kept on the retort temperatures, 
especially TR3-9. If this becomes excessively low or high 
steps should be taken to bring it back in the range of 
1,300 to 1,6000 F (when TR3-9 is 12 inches above the air 
distributor and 1/4 to 1 inch shale is being processed). 
.• Q. '1>f. )J~~ . 
P. H. Gifford 
FIGURE 40 
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